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The Clovis News
VOL. 6 NO. 13

CLOVIS.

STATE OF NEW

Woodrow WHson Nominated Johnson Wins Fight From ended then with Johnson holding
a running conversation with his
Flynn In Ninth Round
Baltimore, Md., July 2. -- The
convention was called to order
at nine minutes after twelve,
and following the opening: prayforty-thir- d
er
the
ballot
was immediately started. Illinois voted 59 for Wilson. Virginia voted 24 for Wilson, West
Virginia gave Wilson 16. Many
small gains were made for Wilson and there were loud demonstrations following every change
in his favor. Several times during this ballot the chairman
threatened to clear the galleries.
The forty-thirballot resulted
as follows: Wilson 602. Clark 329,
Underwood 98, Harmon 28, Foss
27, Kern 1, Bryan 1.
d

Round 1.
"Will you shake hands, Jack,"
asked Flynn as he opened the
battle by rushing into a clinch.
"Gee!" retorted the black.
Flynn kept in close but Johnson easily avoided his attempts
and flung a stiff left to the ear
and a moment later flung a hard
short arm jolt to the jaw. Johnson smiled constantly and fought
with great care. Flynn backed
the negro against the ropes and
the champion rewarded him
with a right that cut a deep
gash under his left eye.
Round all Johnson's.

ballot
the forty-fourt- h
which immediately followed the
announcement of the result of
Wilson gained
the forty-thirCalifornia 4, Virgin ia4, Wisconsin 4, Iowa, and a number of
other small gains, accompanied
by much cheering. The result
ballot being
of the forty-fourtWilson 629, Clark 308, Underwood 99, Harmon 27, Foss 27.
The fortyfifrh ballot was hurriedly started. There was a general feeling in the convention
hail that something was .about to
break. Cheer followed cheer as
other delegates' came over to the
Wilson rank. The forty-fift- h
ballot gave Wilson 633, Clark
306, Underwood 97, Harmon 25,
On

Round 2.
As Flynn rushed, Johnson
simply grasped him about the
shoulders and held him at bay,
all the while grinning like an
ape.
The champion pecked at the
fireman's face with light lefts
and as they clinched uppercut
heavily with rights to the jaw.
The champion toyed with
Flynn, twice more shooting right
uppercuts to the jaw, one of
which sent ' the fireman's head
bobbing.
The champion early indicated
it was to be a battle of words as
well as blows, time and again
exchanging the usual repartee
Flynn's
with the spectators.
Fobs 27.
mouth bled as he took his seat
very much worsted during the
MOTION TO MAKE UNANIMOUS
minutes of fighting in this
three
forty-fifth
ballot was
After the
round.
finished. Underwood managers
withdrew his name. This action
was quickly followed by Foss Round 3.
Flynn cut short a witty remanagers. Stone and Francis
of Missouri then held a confer- mark of Johnson's by twice,
ence, then admitted Clark's de- hooking his right to the jaw.
feat. Stone then formally re- This" stopped the black, who cut
leased the Missouri delegation loose vith short right arm cuts
from its support of Clark. The to the jaw. Johnson bled slightwildest excitement prevailed in ly from the mouth as he emergmix-ubut
the convention hall when Fitz- ed from a mid-rin- g
blood
Flynn
in
spat
a stream as
gerald of New York moved to
suspend the roll call and nomi-:ost- e the champion cut his mouth and,
eye with a volley of right and
Wilson unanimously.
left swings.
BALLOT
d,

h

p,

;

FORTY-SIXT-

H

Stone of Missouri objected to
Fitzgerald's motion, and as a reballot was orsult the forty-sixt- h
dered. Immediately every state
0 yibpped to Wilson on this vote.
"
His nomination was assured almost before the vote started,
wilsonites cheered and threw
hats and coats into the air and
waved banners when Pennsylva
votes for
nia cast seventy-si- x
wilson which was enough to nominate him giving him more than
two thirds majority. This vote
was completed at fourteen min
utes paBt three o'clock. The toballot
tal vote on the forty-sixt- h
was Wilson 990, Clark 94, Harmon 12. The motion of Stone,
of Missouri, to make the nomination unanimous was carried.
NOMINATED

The nomination of Governor
came
Marshall for
as something of a surprise, for
when the night's balloting for
began it seemed
vice-preside- nt

Round 4.
Flynn rushed in close and was
met with the customary rain of
to the
right and left upper-cut- s
face. At that it seemed as if
the champion was holding himself in check. He indulged Fiynn
with a few stomach taps, scarcely trying to protect his body
from Flynn's attacks.
Johnson constantly shoved his
stomach and invited him to blaze
away, which convulsed the spec

tators.

Flynn elicited a great cheer
when he rushed the black to the
ropes and planted asolid left to
the jaw.
The round ended with Flynn's
farce covered with blood.
Johnson's round.
Round 5.
Johnson came up nonchalantly
turning his head to the spectators and hardly noticing his white

antagonist.
Bryan-WilsoFlynn banged away at the
continthe
that
gent in the convention had defi- stomach but this time Johnson
nitely settled upon Governor covered up and shot four lefts to
vice-preside-

nt

n

Joseph E. Burke of North Dakota.
There was not much of a fight,
however, and when two ballots
disclosed Marshall easily it the
(lead, Governor Burke's name
was withdrawn and Marshall
was proclaimed the nominee by
acclamation. A minute later the
convention had adjourned sine

the face in quick succession, vato
rying it with a left upper-cu- t
the jaw. Flynn, at close quarters, landed half a dozen punches on the stomach but Johnson
only smiled and again made no
apparent attempt to protect his
mid-sectio-

n.

Johnson aroused the crowd to
merriment by releasing Flynn's
hold and clapping his own gloves
die.
The delegates, worn weary, together like a happy school girl.
"I can't fight while he's holdmade their way out of the big
convention hall singing and hap- ing me," shouted Flynn, protesting to the referee. Tiie round
py to start for home.

wife and seconds.

$1.00

Homestead New Ruling
The United States Land Office

ly.
me

every homestead entryman in
the land district a copy of the
three year homestead law. There
will also be mailed a blank for the
entryman to sign, if he desires
to prove up under the law under
which his entry was originally
made.
Any homestead
entryman
whose entry was made prior to

June

6, 1912, will

be allowed

U. S.

Grant hotel, exposition

officials immediately called on
him and proceeded to show him
not only the ex position sites but
the city's sites. Like all visitTO COMPUTE RESIDENCE
Although the new law requires ors who come hfre the doctor
three years' actual residence, was nthusiastic over the purthe five months' leave of absence ple mountains and the wondereach year is not deductea. There- ful horse-sho- e
harbor so large as
fore, under this law an entry-ma- to be able to hold all the natives
who lives seven months of the world and have room for
each year- for three years upon more.
the land, may make proof, pro-

to

prove up under the old law, which
requires five years' residence
with a reasonable amount of cul'
tivation.
The law specifically requires
that any homestead entryman
who elects to prove up under the
old law must notify the register
and receiver by registered mail
viding the other requirements of
within 120 days after June 6,
n

-

the law are fulfilled.

1912.

All homestead entrymen who
was do not give notice to the register

Johnson maddened lunged a
volley of straight left and right
punches to to the face, fairly bewildering Flynn. Then he stopped himself, apparently with a
view to prolonging the contest.
Flynn's seconds also warned him
to cease butting when he sat the
round end out.

Per Year

state in the southwest to visit
San Diego and if hp has come
ahaad of the other commissioners it is because lie was in the
state of Galisornia when he received a wire from Governor
McDonald asking him to serve
on the commission.
When Dr. Shuler's name was
discovered on the register of the

COMMUTATION

Thorp is no change in the old
law in connection with commutation proofs, excepting that to
commute, fourteen months' actual residence is required, and an
entryman in commuting must
show that he is a citizen of the
United States. Under the old
law commutation proof could be
made by an alien who had declared his intention to become a citizen. Under the new law the en
try man must be a citizen.

at Ft. Sumner is forwarding to

Round 6. Flynn butted with
his head three times and complained that Johnson made it
justifiable by holding him.
Flynn was severely reprimanded for deliberately butting the
the champion.
Johnson dazzled the fireman
with his speed, landing left and
right to the jaw. Flynn was
again warned for butting. This
time the champion objected
strongly.
It looked as if Flynn was seeking a loophole to stop the beating being administered by the
black. Johnson dazzled the fireman with his speed, landing left
and right to the face, and ftytm
again was warned for butting.
The champion objected strong-

"He's holding"
Flynn's excuse.

iY 4, 1912

Visit

and receiver within the 120 days
from June 6, 1912, stating that
they desire to prove up under the
old law, will be required to brove
up under the provisions of the
new law.
The new law, commonly known
as the three year horn estead act,
differs materially from the old
law, the main points of difference being as follows:

Wheat Fields
Claud

A

Base Ball
large and enthusiast crowd

of Clovis fans accompanied the
hall team to Roswell, where one
of the most interesting games of
the season was played, on the
4th, resulting in a score of three
to four in favor of Roswell. In
a preliminary game played the
day before, the Clovis aggregation of stick artists were victo-

Near

Last Thursday a crowd of Clovis folk consisting of Messrs.
Pritchett, Ottowa. Armstrong,
Liebelt, Campbell, Claiborne,
and the quill pusher of this sheet,
accepted the hospitality of C. E.
Dennis and W. L. Mansfield to rious.
take a joy ride in their respectPortales vs. Clovis
ive cars out to the wheat fields
The wets of Portales and the
north of town.
some- dries of Clovis played their first
newspaper
Now
men
are
Round 7. Johnson played with
RESIDENCE
what skeptical upon hearing of a game of the season at Cavender
the Puebloan as a kitten would
Three years' residence is reof news of this character and park Sunday. It was a dry
bit
with a moose. He landed fully quired
instead of five. Entry-ma- n we frankly
admit that we were game, that is the dries won.
rights and
a dozen rapid-fir- e
must prove by himself and
lefts to the face and at the same two1 credible witnesses that he resolved not to hold any sack for The local boys led off in the
snipe upon arriving at our des first inning with five scores.
time placed himself in a position
has a haditable house upon the tination; but as we drew
nearer After the first the boys from the
to withstand Ffcynn's bntting
land afid has actually resided up- arid'
beheld the stacks of the gen- irrigation town changed pitchers
tactics.
on the same for a term of three
uine article we were somewhat and Brainlett the man on the
"Wait a minute." cried the years succeeding
the time of filawe struck to see the fields of Herald ascended the mound and
champion to a spectator, who
ing. The three years' residence ripened
grain and the header held the locals to two more runs.
had shouted for him to end it. required begins
at the time act mowing it down and carting it to The Portales-Roger- s
team does
Flynn bled profusely from the
ual residence is estadlished upon
well but they matched themwagon to be stacked.
the
nose as Johnson beat a healthy
the land and not at the time of
Claud V. Kelly, a merchant of selves against a too heavy team
tattoo with left and right to that filing.
organ.
this beautiful prairie town of when they tried the Clovis
CULTIVATION
Claud, and Cyclone Jones are the bunch. They are a nice set of
Flynn failed to land a glove
Cultivation of not less than - heaviest planters. There are gentlomenly fellows and we inon the champion, the blacks de16 of the area beginning with probably some 200 acres of wheat vite them to come back when
fense proving impregnable.
,
Johnson made the blood fair- the second year of the entrv, and in this vicinity, and conservative they feel lucky.
of the area be wheat estimators reckon the
The score was: Clovis 7, Porly flow as he rained rights and not less than
ginning with the third year of yield to be from 15 to 20 bushels tales 2.
lefts on Fiynn.
the entry and up to the time of per acre. You say, "not so bad,
Two Fires on Fourth
proof, is required. This eh," well there will be some Clofinal
Round 8. Flynn again tried to
means that at least ten acres vis farmers come through this
Those who predicted that Clobutt and was thrice warned.
the
second
be
would not have a fireworks
vis
must
cultivated
filled
well
Wallets.
with
season
The round was very much like
acres
twenty
display
year,
on the 4th of July, were
at
his
wheat
Mr.
and
least
estimates
Jones
its predecessors, with Johnson
proof
to some extent at
dissapointed
before
cultivated
be
must
bring
$2000.00
this
will
about
uppercutting and Flynn butting
home
on
a
not a pyrotechni-ca- l
was
made,
be
It
least.
year.
can
viciously, at the saime time losdisplay
but
served to make
stead.
say
is
there
These gentlemen
ing a world of blood- - Flynn vts
exciting
in the absence
things
ABSENCE
OF
wrhy
counLEAVE
no reason
the whole
helpless in the cham pion's hands
general
celebration.
of
a
and for the tenth time in this
Upon filing in the local land of try could not be full of just such
The first alarm was given at
round was warned, the referee fice a notice, entrymen are allow wheat fields as these. Mr. Kel9:30 a. m. when a fire was
about
(half
the
adding, "Once more and I'lldis ed a continuous leave of absence ly further remarked
in a frame shack addiscovered
exqualify you."
for a period not exceeding five season had not been anything
livery stable occuthe
joining
only
one
Johnson held the fireman at months in each year. Notice of ceptional, and that
by
in the south part
Byers
pied
field.
"All
arm's length.
the termination of this leave of heavy snow fell on his
five minutes
city.
Within
of
the
grow
necessary
wheat
to
ebsence must also be filed in the that is
was
sounded the
alarm
the
aiter
is
proper
the
Round 9. Johnson, held Flynn land office. This absence from in this country
was on the
department
city
fire
Mr.
at arm's length i n an attempt the land must be continuous and kind of cultivation," said
twenty
within
and
scene
my
plowing
to safeguard him: Hf against the cannot be taken at various times Kelly. "I began
had extinguished the blaze.
Colorado man's
constant but during the year. Seven months' field last July preparatory to The second blaze occurred at
fall,
and
continuous residence out of each planting wheat in the
ting.
I believe renumerative wheat about 4 oclock when the fire ori
Flynn got in close, jumped a year is required.
crops can be grown one year ginated in a small occupied resifeot in the air and landed with
ESTABLISHING RESIDENCE
with another where the land is dence on west Grand Avenue,
the top of his 1 tead against the
Residence must be established
which was owned by Houk and
negroe's jaw. Cawtaio of Pol within six months, as is the case properly cultivated."
sons. The building and contents
ice Cowles. realizing that the under the old law. The secretapractically destroyed a.'di
Mexico First On were
referee seem id loath to end the ry of the interior is, however, New
a residence adjoining badly
contest on a .foul, hurdled into given autority to extend this time
Ground at San Diego
damaged, before the fire was
the ring and brought the battle to twelve month where there
San Diego, Cal., - A New Mex-c- o under control. The Santa Fe
to an end. Rtefoiee Smyth there may be cli mat ;ic reasons, sickness
pennant is waving this mor- hre department were soon on
upon gave the decision to John or other unavoidable cause.
ning from the top of the admin-- the scene of the last conflagra
son.
HEIRS
istration buildirtg over in 1400 tion and in view of the fact that
There are no changes in the acre Balboa park where San a high wind was blowing did
W. is. Durham, wife and son
to heirs of deceased entry-me- Diego is building her exposition some splendid work.
Lyle, of Milo, Iowa, arrived Sat law as
they being required to ful to celebrate the opening ol the
urday and will visit at tihe home
That pennant Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Jaffa and
all the requirements of the Panama canal.
fill
C.
a
Roswell, pasof
J. Quante for about
is in honor of the visit here of son, Benjamin, of
law except that of residence.
through Clovis, Tuesday, on
month.
Any homestead entryman may Dr. J. J. Shuler, mayor of Raton, sed way home from a visit to
their
Billy Nelson is in the tfity this now make proof under the new and one of the five of McDonald
var'ous parts of California.
week shaking hands wiflh inaaay law who can by himself and two to represent New Mexico at the
d
FOR TRADE -- A Good
old friends.
credible witnesses prove the re- San Diego and the San Francisco
biock
house, within
of High school to trade for deedBill Hubbard, an old tinie Cle- quirements of the same, namely, expositions.
exposi
Inquire at this of
is
first
Shuler
the
Dr.
ed quarter.
the
and
required
residence
the
vis baseball player, was in the
3t pd.
f
ice.
an:
tion commissioner from
required cultivation.
city this week.
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By Use of Device Number of
Laid' by Each Hen May Be

Satisfies

Eggs

mBUBM
"b'siP"

Without Trouble.
The primary object of using trap
)
,to develop a heavy laying
atraln. It baa been found by the uso
of trap nests that the number of eggs
laid per hen In an average flock varloi
from 40 to 24i
Without using trap
nests, the results from such a ftocJc
waruld be uncertain and probably unsatisfactory.
It Is the object of the
poultryman to breed and build up the
train which lays the heaviest, by
breeding to the heavy producers.
For fanciers, the trap nest is India- -
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There never was a
thirst that Coca-Col- a
couldn't satisfy.
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call for
something purely delicious
and deliciously pure and
wholesome.
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Delicious

foreign delegations
attended the recent International Red Cross conference tn Washington
AMONGofthethe most Interesting t'.iat
They are, from left to right, back
was that from China, here photographed.
.
row: Mr.
John C. Ferguson Dr. T. Theodore Wong, Mme. Chang wife of the Cblneae minister, and Mr.
Yung Kwal; front row: Mrs. Henry K. Chang, Miss Alice Chang and Miss Ml lie Chang.

Refreshing

Lo.-Dr-

Sectional View

c

CUBA'S WICKED

Nests.

pensable on account of the fact that
iu the ordinary pen there are fro:
six to 12 females to one male. If fap
parti are used, and there are as many
.is there are females In the pen, it is
possible to distinguish each hen's
eggs.
If the trap nests are not
UBed. this Is impossible.
The use of trap nests goes far to
prevent the hens forming the habit of
They are likely to form
his habit if kept In limited quarters.
If so kept, they are probably not given
the very best food, and probably not
enough of It, especially animal food.
The accompanying drawings of a
hank of trap nests are
The nests are built without any
top or bottom The hen enters through
the back of the nest, brushing under
the hanging wire, which releases the
door. She then passes on to the nest
compartment toward the front end.
To Inspect the nest, and to remove
the hen, ascertain her number, and secure the eggti, the front door Is sim,
ply unbuttoned, and let down. It will
be noticed that the two doors are fastened together with a cord, so that
when the front door Is let. down, the
trap Is automatically set again. The
hen will And It difficult to leave
through the back door at this time, as
I ho
hanging wire permits her to go
one way only. Thesa are so simple
that In making them In almost any
quantity, the material should not cost
over 15 cents, at most, per trap nest.
egg-eatin-

Havana Is Most Wide Open Place
on Island.
)

Night Scenes Depicted in the Theaterr
and Parks and on the Prado In
One of World's Richest Towns
Lottery la Held.

Havana, Cuba. They say
good
Americans when they die go to Paris,
but "live" Americans go to Havana.
Havana, gay, wicked, wide Ojien, it
Is the one city today to be shunned
or visited, according to one's point of
view. Several cities have come to be
called the wickedest city Reno, Nev.,
Port Said and Irkutsk, Siberia, for Instance. They are wicked cities, but
their wickedness is of a sordid variety. Havana is wicked and gay. And
five hours from the United States.
In Paris the "night life," gay restaurants and dances are for English
and American tourists. In Havana the
"gay life" is for the natives. Its wickedness is part of its life.
Everything In Havana Is wide open,
says the Milwaukee Sentinel. And of
Its
varieties of wickedness
Gambling
the mildest is gambling.
bouses In Havana are open to both
men and women.
All that is neces-- i
ary is a bank roll.
Roulette, faro,
hazard and good American poker are
PERCH SPACE FOR CHICKENS at hand. Jal Alai, the popular Spanish game of skill, on which such big
sums were won and lost, no longer
Small Hens Should Be Allowed Six
flourishes, but it is scarcely missed.
Inches, While Larger Birds Should
Burbridge's Miramar hotel Is a temple
Be Given Eight.
of chance when one can woo the
fickle goddess as she can be wooed
Ab a general rule, i:Tnall hens should
nowhere In America. And, what Is
have about alx Inches of perch space, more,
it Is fashionable to do so.
while the larger hens should be alas one sips bis chocolate in
Even
In the winter
lowed eight Inches.
they huddle closer together, but In the morning the dally round has Its
A half dozen peddlers of
the summer there should be plenty of beginning.
oom to allow them to spread out. lottery tickets Interrupt the meal
The lottery in Cuba Is run by the
government and there are drawing?
every three months for enormous
prizes. The first prize is $100,000.
But It is not until after dark thai
Havana takes on Its air of gayety.
fifty-seve-

n

CITY

Then the Prado and the Malacon and
the various parks become a fairyland
of lights. A band plays at the Malacon, as the boulevard along the ocean
front Is called. All Havana emerges
from Its cool and comfortable stone
houses ready for a night of pleasure.
The cafes are crowded, there la a
constant stream of autcmoblles and
carriages up and down the boulevards.
The sidewalks are filled with people
They are
hurrying to the theaters.
nearly all dressed In the height of
fashion. Havana is one of the richest
cities In the world. Its styles come
direct from Paris. The only cheap
things are tobacco and matches.
At eight o'clock performances begin
In a dozen theaters.
At the Payret
grand opera Is sung by a company of
artists headed by Constantino of the
Metropolitan forces. At the Alblsu a
Spanish opera company from the City
of Mexico Is singing "The Chocolate
Soldier" and "The Count of Luxembourg." At the Marti farce comedy
reigns.
In the moving picture and variety
theaters one finds real wickedness. The
"grizzly bear," "the bunny hug'" a.re
modest compared with the danceV
shown on the stages of the variety
theaters, where the public is admitted
for 25 and 50 cents. The little plays
are beyond description and tne actresses wear very scanty attire.
At midnight Central park, which Is
In the heart of the city, Is crowded
and tilled with life as Broadway and
Forty-seconstreet before the theaters
swallow up the crowds. The cafes are
filled with people, but Instead of eating lobsters and draining cold bottles they eat ice cream and sip soft
drinks. There Is very little drinking
of alcoholic liquors in Havana.
The second floor Is one big gambling room, and it Is thronged nightly
by scores of American visitors as well
as rich Spaniards.

MOCCASINS

AT

THE

AST0R

-'
9rm sea

an
Arrow think
at CoovCah.

MOVED MAN'S

BRAIN

Delicate Operation Performed at BaProbably Will 8ave
ltimore
Sight of an Ohio Citizen.
Baltimore- .- An operation that probably never has been equaled iu deliPerch for Chickens.
cacy or skill has been performed by
Dr Harvey Cushtng. brain specialist
Perches should be 12 inches apart of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, In
and not closer than 15 Inches to the which a portion of the minor brain,
wall or celling. Show birds, especialknown as the pituitary, was shoved
ly Leghorns or similar type, should be aI'lf and replaced after a quantity of
kept at a greater distance from walls foreign fluid had been removed The
and ceilings. Many good birds are patient, operated on last week, is on
spoiled by "brooming" their tails
the road to recovery. He is Harry
against the walls.
Edmonson of Columbus, O.
There are several methods of makphotograph revealed the
An
ing movable percheB. One of the most fluid
and to this foreign liquid falling
Bojnmoj) in by hinging them to the eyesight
and drowsy period were at,
wall at the back.
tributed. The fluid could not be drained before first drilling a tiny hole just
Fertility of Eggs.
behind the left ear, leading to the cavThe disposition of the male bird has ity. Then, before the fluid could be
'considerable to do with the fertility drawn off. the pituitary bad to be reof the eggs. A male that is greedy and moved or directed to one side, for it
quarrelsome Is apt to drive bene blocked the flow. To loosen the little
away from the feed and gulp down ball would be fatal to the paMent, but
more than is good for him. Such at last the nerves were moved to one
males become overfat and conse- side, drawing the small bodv after
quently sluggish.
them and leaving an. opening for the
On the other band, the too gal. ant liquid to escape.
male will stand back while the hens
are helping themselves. His condition
Finds Skull With Arrow In It.
is aa bad as the greedy bird, for he Is
Rapid City. B. D. H. B. Lee. of
undefed and has not the proper
the Northwest Taxidermy,' has added
strength to fertilize.
another treasure to his big collection
of Indian relics. It la the skull of an
Hen Not Sentimental.
Arlckara Indian, with a steel arrow
There is no sentiment In a hen. point in one of the eye sockets, showHer only object In life Is to get ing the manner by which the Indian
enough to eat. If she Is given that met his death The skull was dug up
and a warm,
house to with the bones of fourteen other Insteep in all night, a dry sheltered dians on the east bank of the Missouri
dUch In winter, she v. ill do the rest
river.
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EXPLORING

THE

JUG

HOLE

Attempt to Discover Reputed Source
of Matlock Bath's Thermal
Springs.

Matlock. Another attempt to solve
the secrets of the Jug Hole caves at
Matlock Is being made by a party of
five, led by Mr. Goodall, the honorable
secretary of the Naturalists' society.
The secrets of the Jug Hole have
never yet been solved, the theory being that Its workings contain an Inland lake, where may be discovered
the source of the thermal mineral
springs or Matlock Bath. A number
of expert explorers have tried to
reach the end of the Jug Hole's underground passages, but so far without
Increase Number of Voters.
Rome. The chamber of deputies, success.
by a vote of 391 to 6, passed the bill
'he present attempt is evidently of
extending the franchise to illiterates a more comprehensive character, for
over 30 years of age. This increases at the time of telegraphing the explorers are still underground.
the number of voters by 6,000,000
d

Negro Race Has Billion in U.S.

taw J
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Demand the Genuine as made by

THE COCA - COLA CO., Atlanta, oa.
Our new booklet, telling of
aslcinsr.

EC0N0MCAL SOUL

W

WAS THIS

Hebrew's Attempt to Save Fare Probably Went Astray, but the Idea
Was a Brilliant One.
Arthur W. Marks of Washington
tells this story to Illustrate the talent
of the Hebrew race for economy.
A little Hebrew got on a train In
New York to go to Philadelphia, but
had no ticket. In the car with him
were the members of several theatrical companies and he noticed that,
when the conductor asked them for
their tickets they would reply:
"Company."
"What company?" the conductor
would ask; and the actors would reply by announcing the title of the
theatrical company under whose name
all their transportation had been paid
for.
"Give me your ticket," the conductor finally reached the Hebrew.
"Comp'ny," said the little fellow,
looking carelessly out of the window.
"What company?" asked the conductor.
Said the Hebrew: "The Pittsburgh
Clodlng company." Popular Maga-llne- .

Proof of Precaution.
Lansbury'8 concern, as
In 'the house over the military drilling going on In the north of
Ireland reminds one of a story of how
Ireland was occasionally taught to
shoot In the past. The war office once
sent a famous officer over to Inspect
the militia regiments, and the officer,
after Inspecting, asked for a few
words with the drill sergeant.
"These men of yours," be said,
couldn't hit a target as big as the
Tower of London. You ean't have taken much pains to teach them."
"Tache thlm to shoot," gasped the
sergeant. "Of course I did not tache
thlm to shoot, her honor; for, bedad,
it I did there wouldn't bo a landlord
left in Minister." London Chronicle.
Mr.

In an Epigram.
Mrs. J. G. Phelps Stokes (Rose

Kansas City, Mo. Disfranchise the
negro and send him back to Africa?
Absurd. Impossible. More than a
billion dollars' worth ef United States
real estate which he owns in his own
name In the United States is not easily to be taken from him. Besides, the
negro 1b not an African he Ih an
American. "African" Is a misnomer.
Why try to send him to a country
which is not bis own?
So says Dr. J. R. Hawkins of North
Carolina, secretary and compilsRloner
of education for the African Methodist
Episcopal church, a delegate to the
general conference, at the Allen
chapel.
Dr. Hawkins has made a
study of the business status of bis
race In connection with his regular
work as one of their foremost educators.
"It probably will startle the world
when It realizes that we have acquired in the last 60 years over f 1,000,000,-00in real estate," Dr. Hawkins
that Is only the- beginning of
the rapid forward march which the
negro is making as a business man.
The negro could not help being a business man. He was surrounded with
it in the years of his slavery. He was
taught how to drive a bargain in
horses or real estate, even if bis master didn't teach him how to read and
write.

0

said-"An-

-

"There are 400
newspapers, daily and weekly, owned and
published by negroes In the United
States; 3,000 physicians have been
graduated
from negro and white
schools and are now practicing among
their people: 2.000 lawyers have been
admitted to the bar in the United
States courts of justice and 380 authors are found among our race.
"We own 41 schools and colleges,
representing an investment of $38,000.-000- ,
and 145.000,000 has been spent In
church property for negroes. Negro
men own and control 51 banks which
are prosperous and flourishing, and
$850,000 has been Invested In negro
libraries. And It is significant that In
the southland negroes own 180.000
farms on which 60 years ago they toll- ed to the crack of the slave driver's
whip.

"The negro is a born American and
he feel It Is his country. Africa has
uo call for him. It Is as a fairy tale
to him.
Pestilence and disease are
not uncommon In Africa, but America
nurtures him and makes blm strong
and he likes '.. and Intends to stay In
It. That doctrine is being taught our
1,860.000
children in the publla
schools.
"The negro does not ask for any
special legislation in his favor. He is
willing to take bis obauce and is confident that be can bear his own bur
dent as' well as the white man. And
toward that end we are striving to
educate our Ignorant poor, make
healthy the weak and to help more
negroes to own their own homes and
farms."

Pav

tor) stated eplgrammatlcally at a dinner In New York the value of an education.
"Many poor people," she said, "are
spending their second childhood In
the almshouse because they spent
their first In earning Instead of learning."
Her Advantage.

Archie Finds a 8acrilege.
The last time President Taft was In
Chicago he was invited to the inevitable banquet. Accompanying him were
his secretary, Mr. Hllles, and his military aid. Major Archibald Butt. In
the course of the dinner the Chicago
men sang a parody of Dixie.
Butt, who is from Georgia, had his
whole evening spoiled right there.
Somebody, noticing his pained expression, asked him what the trouble was.
"Oh, that song!" he exclaimed, sadly. "You might as well parody the
Lord's prayer." Popular Magazine.

"I should thing Buggs made thinga

very uncomfortable for his wife when
he has a habit of storming all over
the house."
"What need she care how he storms,
as long as she is reigning in it?"
The woman who cares for a clean,
wholesome mouth, and sweet breath,
will find Paxtlne AnUseptic a Joy forever. At drugglBts, 26c a box or sent
postpaid on receipt of price by The
Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Macs.

Economy In Atchison.
An Atchison man is so economical
he won't go to a ball game unless be
The man with an iaiasiation Is gets a pass to a double-header- .
always on the ragged edge of making Atchison Globe.

mark.

Pessimists may be men who are
appointed In themselves.

Garfleld Tea helps humanity
world
over. Taken for liver andthekidney

dis-

trtubles, bllliousness and constipation.
A long

Return of Colored People to Dark
Continent Is Impossible Owing to
Material Progress Made by
Them, It Is Announced.

Ccca-Col- a

at Chattanooga, for the

vindication

6 to

DOCTOR
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Shoshone Indian Princess Is the Guest
of Club Women at New York
Hostelry.
an
New York. Nellie Waskakte,
Indian princess, met four hundred of
the leading New York club women at
the Hotel Astor recently. Her experience of life until a short time ago
had been confined to the secluded
mountain villages of her tribe. Garbed In her native costume of feathers,
blanket and moccasins, she attended
the Dickens celebration and annual
meeting of the Rainy Day Club. She
was the guest of Mrs. A. M. Palmer,
the president.
Nellie Waskakle came with Mrs.
Charles Moore, the wife of a rich
ranchman of Wyoming. Mrs. Moore
became Interested In the girl while on
a visit to the Indian settlement.
"She will stay here until she learns
dressmaking and cooking and the
household arts and becomes
Mrs. Moore said.
"She will return to her people then
to teach her women those things so
they may become helpful, and, If necThe 8hoshone
essary,
Indians are not trained to weaving or
the arts Of the southern Indians and
have np means of earilng money."

g

Thirst-Quenchin-

Coffee probably caures more bilious-ness and
malaria than any
one other thing even bad climate.
(Tea la just as harmful as coffee because it contains caffeine, the drug in
coffee).
A Ft. Worth' man says:
"1 have always been of a bilious tem- perament, subject to malaria and up
to one year ago a perfect slave to coffee. At times I would be covered with
bolls and full of malarial poison, was
very nervous and had swimming in
the head.
"I don't know how It happened, but
I Anally became convinced that my
sickness was due to the use of coffee,
and a ''.ttle less than a year ago I
stopped coffee and begau drinking
Postum.
"From that time I have not had a
boll, not had malaria
at all, have
gained 16 pounds good solid weight
and know beyond all doubt this is due
to the use of Postum In place of coffee, as I have taken no medlalne at
all.
"Postum aas certainly made healthy,
red blood for me In place of the blood
that coffee drinking Impoverished and
made unhealthy."
Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum makes red blood.
"Tbexe's a reason," and It is explained In the little boob, "The Road
to W llvlile." in pkgs.
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DIFFERENT NOW.
Since the Slugger, Coffee, Was Aban
doned.

Make the liver
Do its Duty
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THE SAFE LAXATIVE
FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE

SMIL
The Way Out.
"The trouble Is." said Wtlklns, as h
talked the matter over with lit- - ooun-el- ,
"that In the excitement of the moment
admitted that I had been going too fust, and wasn't paying any
attention to the road jtiat before the
collision. I'm afraid that admission Is
going to prove costly."
"Don't worry about that" said his
lawyer, "I'D bring seven witnesses to
testify that thev wouldn't btMere you
under oath." Harper's Weekb
1

Not That Kind.
Manager My dear sir, there Is one
grave drawback In your play.
Playwright What Is It. sir?
Manager The villain charges the
poor widow 160 per cent, on his loan
to her on her humble little home.
Now, It Is the unwritten managerial
law that all plays must have human
Interest.

The Whole Truth.
"Algernon, am I the first woman
you have ever loved?"
"Not exactly. I was In love with
my teacher at ten and with a circus
rider at twelve. But you are the first
girl I have ever asked to marry me.
my dear."

Physicians Recommend Castoria

elderly people are more or
less troubled with a chronic, persistent constipation, due largely to
lack of sufficient exercise. They experience difficulty in digesting even
THE NOBLENESS OF QEORQE.
light food, with a consequent belching
of stomach gases, drowstuess after
"Come, dear, you must cheer up. oattng, headache and a feeling of lassl-tudYour husband has been dead for nearand general discomfort.
ly a year now. It is time you were beDoctors advise against cathartics and
ginning to take an Interest In things violent purgatives of every kind, recagain."
ommending a mild, gentle laxative
"Oh, I never can do that.
Poor tonic, like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
George waa so brave, so good."
to 'fleet relief without disturbing tbe
I know.
But don't you think entire system.
"Y,
you owe it to the living to try to look
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is tbe
on the bright aide of life again?"
perfect laxative, easy In action, cer"1 suppose It is my duty t do so.
tain In effect and, withal, pleasant to
Still, I feel so deeply indebted to my the taste. It possesses tonic properpoor husband that I can t think of be- ties that strengthen the stomach, liver
ing gay and
You don't and bowels and is a remedy thHt ban
know the depth of his goodness."
been for years the great standby In
"Oh, yes, I think I do.
Everybody thousands of families, and should be
who knew him knew that he was honIn every family medicine chest, it Is
orable and
and a thorough equally as valuable for children as for
gentleman.
older people.
"But he was more than that. He
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Caldwaa two months younger than I, and well's Syrup Pepsin in 60c and $1.00
he Dever told anybody."
bottles. If you have never tried It
send your name and address to Dr. W.
WOULD HAVE NO CHANCE.
B. Caldwell. 201 Washington St..
very glad to
111., it ml he vi lli
send a sample bottle for trial.
Most

has met with prono unced favor on the part of physicians, pharmaC ASTORIA
ceutical societies and medioal authorities. It is used by physicians with
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably tho
The indisputable evidence that it is harmless:
result of three facts:
$eoih-Th- at
it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimilates the food: nii It is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor Oil.
It is absolutely safe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narootio
and does not stupefy. It is unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's
Cordial, etc. This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health. The day
for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To
our knowledge, Castoria is a remedy which produces composure and health, by
regulating the systemnot by stupefying it and our readers are entitled to.
the information. Rail's Journal of Health.

'
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light-hearte-

high-minde-

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas. H. Fletcher.

Mon-llnell-

Lamb's Tenure of Life Not Long.
party of privileged sightseers
were admitted to a private view of a
performances,
menagerie
between
and among other things were shown
what was called a "Happy Family,"
that Is to say. In one and the same
cage there was a toothless Hon, a
tiger, somewhat the worse for wear.
wolf. Beside
and a
these wild animals, curled up In one
corner, was a diminutive lamb which
sMvered as It slumbered.
"How long have the animals lived
together?" asked one of the party.
"About twelve months," replied the
showman.
"Why." exclaimed a lady, "1 am
sure that little lamb Is not as old as
A

His Objection.
"Prisoner at the bar, I find you have
been sentenced to prison twice before. What have you to say why 1
should not. send you there again?"
"I urge, your honor, the generally
accepted feeling against a third term."

lUilnilUI-lh-

ALCOHUL, 3 PEK CENT
AVegetablc PreparattonrorAs
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tlngUie Sioiruichs arulBiwelsof
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His Gain.

who has (wen
But, hang it all.

Patient (a sportsman

badly peppered)
since the accident I've gained two
pounds!
Doctor Ah, but you forget the
amount of shot you received in your
ack. Tattler.
oVic-to-

Promotes DieestionJChf
Ophmi.Morphirie

Qualified for It.
"Are those people as good at the
ascent of the mountains as they pretend to be?"
"I suppose so. From the way they
are tagging on to the society folks
here, one can see they are born
climbers."

neithtr
iwr Mineral.

WOT NARCOTIC.
At(pe of OMDtMjOmCEm

that."

"I have Just been reading an InterA Kick.
esting article "The Iast Words of
What's the matter, Hiram?"
"I thought the agricultural depart- Great Men."
"Were they married men?"
ment was run In the interests of the
"What's that got to do with it?"
American fanner."
"Oh, then they'S never have had a
"Well, ain't it?"
"I wrote "em for some literature to chance to get in the last word!"
help me get summer boarders, but
Looking Forward.
they had nothing of the kind in stock."
(
I know a man In our town
Who hopes some day to make a ptle
AN HEIRESS LOST.
money,
Of
and his wife declares
That when he does they'll live in style.

erfirl

ness and RestjContains

jUx-Sat-

"Oh," said the showman, quite unmoved, "the lamb has to be renewed
occasionally.

MttMltUtt- Snd
tSuk

The Bible Is Many Books.
There are few persons who understand the true origin sold history of
the Bible. As a matter of fact, the
Bible is not one. but many books.
The word is derived from the Greek
Blblla, which means "books." In tbe
same way we speak of the "Scrip
tures" or "writings," both in the
plural
In "The Scripture of Truth," a remarkably successful book by Sidney
Collett, the author tells of the origin,
history, symbols, alleged errors and
contradictions In the Bible.
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Aperfect Remedy forConsfl)

tion oour 3iuiuaui.uiiw

Worms .Convulsions Jeverisfr
ness andLOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature

i

NEW YORK.

KTITuQniXFKJn
Guaranteed under the Foajj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Powerful Plea.
man In North Carolina, who was
saved from conviction for horse stealing by the powerful plea of his lawyer, after his acquittal by the Jury,
was asked by the lawyer:
"Honor bright, now. Bill you did
steal that horse. Oiin't you?"
Judge," was the
"Now, look
reply, "I alters did think I stole that
hoss, but since hearn your speech to
that 'ere Jury, I'll be doggoned If 1
ain't got my doubts about It." National Monthly.

About fifty thousand

VMS
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Howell What do you mean?
Powell I was engaged to a girl who
was worth that amount and I took her
blamed thing broke
for e ride, and-thdown, and she had to walk five miles
and the next day she sent me a letter
breaking the engagement.
Hard Lines.
Te poet's life
Could not be worse;
Nobody wants
To buy his verse.

T

VMR OITY.

MUMMAT aTMKET.

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES
4.00 4.50&'5.00
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Why Rent a Farm

stxty-S'pvent-

Household Hint.

George
treated me awful mean. He he
promised to give me a machine for
my birthday, and it It came home
today.
Her Mother Then what are you
crying about?
Young Wife It s a it's a washing
machine.
Wife

OOMFAMT.

Sperial Offer to Printers

e

Young

CKWTAU

sArtPvlb

dol-

lars?

A

The EM You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Mr

IssWl

you much?

Powell

ALWAYS

KigrmtTirfl

of
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Has your automobile cost

CASTORIA
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J& Bears tbe

GENUINE

Easy to Lick Russia.
couple of little newsies stood in
in hie
"So Blffels
front of the Youngstown (O.) TeleW. L. Douglas makes and sells more
car?"
gram bulletin recently reading the
$3.00, 93.50 and $4.00 shoes than
"Yes."
printed lines and miking comments
any other manufacturer in the world
"Did you have a rattling good time?"
on the press reports.
"That's it, exactly I thought the
"Gee. It says here 'at there's liable
$2.50 3.00 $3.50
Mamed machine would rattle to pieces
to be some o' troubles 'ith Russia on
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND BOYS
before we got back."
account ob de treaty," said one.
WX.Dougla $3.00 & $3.50 shoes are worn by millions
of men, because they are tbe best in the world for the price
"What's de difference?" said the
In a Crowded Restaurant.
W. L. Douglas $4.00, $4.50 & $5.00 shoes equal Custom
other. "DIs country don't need to
Bench Work costing $6.00 to $8.00
Harold (who has been earnestly
worry."
Why does W. L. Douglas make and sell more $3.00, $3.50
watching gentleman evidently enjoyTo Preserve Historic Building.
"Ob, I don't know," said the first
and $4.00 shoes than any other manufacturer in the world ?
In speaker, "it might bring on a war."
A movement has been started
ing his luncheon) I say, mother, I do
BECAUSE : he stamps his name and price on the bottom and
hope we'll get a seat soon; that man's Frankfort, Ky., to preserve the "little
"Hub!" sniffed the second boy.
guarantees the value, which prot ct. the wearer against high
making me feel frightfully hungry.
building
old
State
on
the
red brick"
price, and inferior .hoes of other makes. BECAUSE : they
"Uncle. Sam could lick Russia wid de
Punch.
are the most economical and satisfactory ; you can save money
House square on account of its his- Salvation army."
bv wearinar W. L. Douslas shoes. BECAUSE: thev have no
The building now
toric Interest.
equal forstyle, fit and wear. DON'T TAKE A SUBSTITUTE FOR W.I L DOUGLAS SHOES.
standing is H8 years old, and Daniel
Pardonable.
Consoling Thought.
If your dealer cannot supply W. L. Douglas shoes, write W. L. Douslas, Brockton, Mass., for catalog.
goto
of
on
visits
Boone,
I'm
occasion
the
not
Gentleman See here!
"Do you believe, doctor," asked
Shoes sent everywhere delivery charges prepaid.
Fast C.los AVefe. Ud- ing to pay any such rate as you chargo. Frankfort after it was erected, visited Mrs. Wumps, "that men become
Do you think I'm a fool?
the offices on business. In two years what they eat?"
Cabman" (apologetically)
What else the building will be 100 years old, if
"Yes. madam. I do." said the bishop.
court! I think, sir, when you took a cab left standing, and is the oldest state
"What a comfort that must have
building In existence.
Instead of a street car?
been to those eiirly missionaries when
This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
they were eaten by the cannithe SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
A Hard.' Swain.
To Explore Greenland.
bals!" sighed Mrs. Wumps. Harper's
"Why do you refuse roe a kiss?"
for
Weekly.
expeditions
are announced
Two
per pound, F. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
urn
wu .as h
"Kisses may convey germs," ex Greenland the coming summer. A
plained the girl.
Swiss will try to cross the country
When Your Eyes Need Care
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl 9COOOO
"That doesn't Bcare me. Didn't I from west to east under the
JHo Smarting
Feels
Try Murine Eye
always lick your slate for you when
parallel, and a party of Danes, Floe Acts Quickly. Tr It for Red, Weak,
THE HOMESEFKING FARMER
Kyeu aud urauuiated uyauus. illuslYairi-we went to school?"
looking tor wonderfully productive
emulous of the Swiss, will make an trated
Murine is
Book In earl Package.
and be compelled to py to your landlord moat
......
M.
MK.ti.nt
h.
attempt to cross the island at its
profits? Own your own
of your
Physicians' l'ruc-- I
used In
ssVSM.
larm. secure a free MomeBtead in
u the Int-greatest width. 10 decrees farther tlco for manyby years. Nownt dedicated
THE CAT GOT HER.
Manitoba, Saakatuhrwan or
ISe and me perHntile.
Uruggnto
lie and sold
north.
Alberta, or purchase
Murine Kye Salvo In Aseptic Tubes., 2So and Sue.
rS "'"m-'ss- s
ana in one of thewe
Murine Eye Remedy Co.. Chicago
in healthy rlimate. perfect title from
districts and bank a
Lumtago, Rheumatism and Chilblains
(HI or
hands, can have details for the
Srufltof $10.
mu acre
There is nothing that gives so quick
Got a New Wife.
Large
asking
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every
for
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.election.
Oil.
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The
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"Wombat is working like a horse.
Any good farmer ran make this
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thirty
provement is noticed. For over
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hands
prices and easy terms
Address
years this Liniment has been acknowl- change?"
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The
"He's under a new management.
cropfl crown on tl.e e
edged to be the uest for these troubles.
LANDS
SPUR
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warrant
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His latest wife needs
Every druggist will recommend
SPUR
DICKENS COUNTY
TEXAS
You can
pensive things."
Price 26c and 60c per Dottle.
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A Quarter Century
Babies at Halt Price.
by cattle ralsing:,dairylns;.mlxed
Before the pul.lio. Over Five Million Frie 7
farming; and grain srrowine; in
Little Bessie and her mamma were
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the province of Maultobat
doing the sights of the town. Soon
Sa: a bat chew an and Alberta.
mi.! increasing Miles from taaaples
Month
they came to a show where a ticket proves the genuine merit of Allen's Foot.
I'rre booneatead aad preemption areas, as well as land
Representing Thh Oelinkatoh, EveryLaw, the antiseptic powder to be shaken
announced "Children half price."
held by railway and land com- or
woman,
Man
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AnvENTuaa.
and
"Oh, do let us go In. mammy." said into the shoes for Tired, Aching, Swollen
will provide boinea
young or old it vou want work for one hour I
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38
ft.,t. Sample free. Address, Allen
or millions.
or eight hours . day, writ, to
the little one. "and buy a baby, now Trader
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soil, healthful
Hoy,
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b. Olmsted, Le
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they're so cheap!"
Buttcrlek Building. New York City
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The most powerful remedy against
lMOV,
literature "lASt Beat WeBl,rhow
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write to Bup'tof lmuiN
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Mouse
First
Oansdlsi. UoTernuieni Agent,
HAIR BALSAM
Bocker A step In the right
Sales.
CTtastsiUkM bum
ran Ilia h
W. H. HOG ENS
Second Mouse Don't ask me.
ffiHotH a laxuriavut growth.
126 W. Ninth St., Kansas City. Mo
Qo ask the cat."
Patience is but lying to and riding
Haas writs totbairautamratyoa
ts
ksir fwitnc.
Women commiserate tbe brave, men out the gale Beecber.
Behold Him.
the beautiful. The dominion of pity
Behold the ballad master
has usually this extent, no wider.
Por coatlveness and sluggish liver try YVaUrVafM
On 's forehead is a curl.
W. 8. Landor.
the unrivaled herb remedy. Garfield Tea.
He'. Ju.t a poetaat.r
Troy, M. V.
SWUM L. THOMPSON SOWS
And sing, the working glrL
MIT QUsUTf
Marriage is about the only thing
Tbe man who makes light of others
SII416HI31 CIGAR ALWAYS BEUABLS
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
that will cure some girls of giggling.
A Time Limit.
seldom nets the world on fire.
"I'll never say die."
"Oh, yes, you will when your balr
begins to (urn gray.'
Model.
took you out

1910

Howell

Dr. B. Halstead Scott, of Chicago, Ills., say: "I have prescribed yot
Castoria often for Infants during my practice, and find It very satisfactory
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "Your Castoria stands
first in Its class. In my thirty years of practice I can say I never have
found anything that so filled the place."
Dr. J. H. Taft, of B.ooklyn, N. T., says: "I have used your Castoria and
found It an excellent remedy in my household and private practice for
many years. The formula is excellent"
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich., says: "I prescribe your Castoria
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal It for children's
troubles. I am aware that there are Imitations In the field, but I always
see that my patients get Fletcher's."
Dr.Wm. J McCrann, of Omaha, Neb., says: "As the father of thirteen
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aside
from my own family experience I have In my years of practice found Castoria a popular and efficient remedy In almost every borne."
Dr. J. R. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "The name that your Castoria has made for Itself In the tens of thousands of homes blessed by the
presence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the endorsement of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse It and
believe It an excellent remedy."
Dr. R. M. Ward, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Physicians generally do not
prescribe proprietary preparations, but in the case of Castoria my experience, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make an exception. I prescribe your Castoria in my practice because I have found It
to be a thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any physician who has raised a family, as I have, will Join me In heartiest recommendation of Castoria."

(Bobbing)
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hard-earne- d

surtM-tbiu- l

TEXAS FARMS

'

i

Decidedly Handicapped.
Aunt Nancy Think of studyin" to
be a doctor, oh? Don't you do it
Young Man Why not. aunty?
Aunt Nancy You can't git no practice till ye git married, an' ye can't
git married till ye git practice, that's
why.
Being Philosophical.
"So you didn't find the fountain of
perpetual youth?"
"No," replied Ponce de Leon. "But 1
don't care. A man ought to get over
wearing hair and aaylng 'Rah, Rah!'
some time in his life."

The Fact In the Case.
From the way the stories of some of
those old heroes of tbe day of chivalry
read, It muat have been a sort of boll-dafeat for them to unhorse an opponent."
"Well. It was taking a knlgbt off,
wasn't It?"

y

His Feat.
"That Bteeplejack did a paradoxical
thing In fastening the weather signal
"
on the church steeple
"What was it?"
"He was successful In a vane at
Unapt ."

'

Become Rich

con-stHi- it

1

JJ Every

ran

lum-ouu-
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The Incongruity.
"Tbe contest of that will Is
lively proceeding."
"And yet It la a dead Issue."

t..
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Paper

Made From
Grass

Bear

Joseph F. Mc. Kinney and Rosa possessed, ana to foreclose any
Mc. Kinney for the sum of $788. right, title or interest that the
In the District Court of Curry 00, as principal, interest and said defendants Dillon
Experiments
H. W. WILLIAMS
and Lru-ne- r
in the use of
County, New Mexico
amount paid for insurance on
W. J. CURREN. Editor.
Attorneya-- a
bear grass for making paper,
might have in said real esaccount of the promissory note
tate.
A. L. CURREN, - Publisher. which have been conducted by Clovis
:
:
New Mex Clovis Building and Loan
by you the said Joseph
executed
a paper manufacturing concern
You will further take notice
Association,
F. Mc. Kinney and Rosa Mc. Kinin St. Louis for the last two
Plaintiff,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ney, on the 4th day of April, that unless you appear and ansyears have prpved so successful
DR. S. Q, VON ALMEN
vs.
no. 476 1911, for the sum of $700.00, wer in said cause on or
One Year
$1.00 that steps have been taken by
before
A. J. Rhodes, as
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Six Months
payable to the order of said the 10th day of August 1912,
50 Dr. F. C. Pearson and his assothe estate of
plaintiff, John Munch, and due judgment by default will be renRectal Diseases a Specialty
ciates for the erection of a large
Louis Wire, deceased,
year after date, together dered against you and plaintiff
one
Tactics Adopt- paper mill at El Paso.
David Wire, Bertie Wire,
Phone
44
with
judgment for costs and at will apply to the court for the
Clovis,
M
N.
The territory around Van Horn
ed by Portales Editor
Lewis Wire.Chriss Wire,
torney's
fee; to forec losr a mort relief prayed for in his complaint
and other parts of Texas will be
and Henry Wire, as the
The Portales Times is afflicted
i,he following de- filed herein.
gage
upon
drawn upon to supply the bear
only heirs at law of Lou
J. B. WESTERFIELD
with a dreadful case of grouch.
estate, situate in
scribed
real
You will further take notice
grass for the proposed mill and
is Wire, deceased, A. L
In every issue of that paper for
Curry
Mexico:
County,
New
Harry L. Patton, whose
that
...PHY3ICIAN...
this raw material will be used
Dillon and J. W. Bruner,
the past few weeks it has devot- exclusively
2
T.
S
3.
4
E
N..
The
Sec.
of
business
and post office address
by the plant. It is Office let North of First Nation
Defendants.
ed most of its weak and Rushing
36 E., executed at even date is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorR.
claimed that it makes a verv
al Bank.
To the Defendants, David Wire, with said note and to secure
remarks to abusing and vilifying high grade
ney for plaintiff.
paper.
of
Phones
Office
153, Residence 269 Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire, Chriss
Clovia. We know this uncalled
any
same;
to
foreclose
the
and
In Witness Whereof, I have
Bear grass grows profusely
Wire and Henry Wire:
for abuse is not the desire of
W. hereunto set my hand
said
J.
you,
interest
the
that
and affixover a
You will hereby take notice Frame, might have in said real
the good people of Portales, but Texas wide territory in Western
ed the seal of said court, thu
D- - D. D. Swearingin
and
New
Eastern
Mexico
that a suit has been filed in the estate, as well as any interest the 26 day of June, 1912.
merely the vicious vaporings of
and several
have been exDistrict Court of Curry county. the said defendants Dilleno P.
a diseased and vicious editorial
Physician & Surgeon.
A. L. Await, Clerk of the Disperimenting with it in several
New Mexico, in which Clovis Gaby, Sadie M. Gabv and Myra
mind. The good town of Portrict Court of Curry Countv.
different ways. In some localI make a specialty of diseases Building and Loan Association is
tales is to be pitied, indeed, in
W, Ewin might have in said real New Mexico.
yield of several tons to of the eye, ear nose and throat Plaintiff, and you
ities
a
the said David estate.
its misfortune in having such a
W. C. Zerwer.
and fitting glasses.
would-b- e
literary carbuncle fast- the acre may be obtained. It McBee Bid., opposite postoffice. Wire, Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire.
You
will
notice
take
further
(Seal)
has been considered heretofore
ened onto them. No worse afOffice phone 173
Res. 192. Chriss Wire and Henry Wire as that unless you appear and ans Ex.Jaly 18
having little or no value. It
as
heirs at law of Louis Wire, de wer in said suit, on or before the
fliction c ou'd possibly befall a
grows in very large tufts, the
ceased, together with A. J. 10th day of August, 1912, judggood town like Portales than to
blades of grass being long and L. A. D1CKMAN, M. D. Rhodes, as the administrator
of ment by default will be render
leave sucn an individual in
coarse.
Notice of Sale
estate
of
charge of its newspaper.
the
the
Louis
said
For a
Wire
ed against you, and plaintiff will
It is claimed that there is am- - Physician and Surgeon
Ndtice is hereby given, that I.
deceased and A. J. Dillon and pply to the court for the relief
neighboring town to advertise
Office Opposite Antlers Hotel J. W. Bruner are the
its neighbor as being dry, sandy,
defendants prayed for in his complaint filed M. C. Spicer, as Special Master
Phone 53.
by appointment by the District
and thet said cause is numbered n said suit.
waterless, wicked and bankr upt
I
476 on the docket of said court.
Court
id no advantage which would
of Curry County, State of
Fit Glasses.
You will further take notice
New
Mexico, will on the 3rd dav
You will further take notice
naturally rebound upon the
that Harry L. Patton. whose
place so doing it. Eastern peothat the general objects of said ost office and business address of August 1912, at the hour of
DR. W. G. DRAKE
ple would say if Portales is only
action are as follows: To recov is Clovis, New Mexico, is attor- 2 o'clock p. m., at the south door
of the Court House in the city
er judgment against the said ney for plaintiff.
20 miles from Clovis (a next-doo- r
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
of Clovis in said countv. sell at
neighbor)and Clovis is dry, sanadministrator of the estate of
In witness whereof, I have public auction to
Phone 164
dy and bankrupt, Portales must
the said Louis Wire, deceased.
the highest
hereunto
set my hand and affix and best bidder for cash,
Office over Skidmore Drug Store for the sum of $1163.75, interest
naturally be the same.
the
costs and attorney's fees, as ed the seal of said court, this following described real estate
It is needless to say that Clowith all buildings and improveevidenced by contracts due from the 26th day of June, 1912.
vis has pltnty of water, good
MISS ELLA CURREN
A. L. Await, County Clerk ments thereon.
Wire,
said
Louis
deceased,
and
Said real estate
water, exceptionally fine water,
Notary Public
Stenographer to foreclose mortgage given by of Curry County, New Mexico, is described as follows:
98 per cent pure, and very well
Clerk of the Dis
the said Louis Wire to plaintiff and
New Crop-Ju- ne
NewajOffice
All of Lots numbered Two (2)
our neighbor knows it but his
Cutting
Phone 125
and
Court
in
trict
for said coun and Three (3) in Block
to
secure
said
upon
indebtedness
school-bo- y
idea of trying to build
number
PHONE 333
lot 9, Block 41 in the original ty.
Forty-on- e
(41) in North-Par- k
himself up by tearing his neighW. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
townsite of Clovis, Curry county
Car Load Shipments on
bor down is not the first effort
addition to the city of Clovis,
(Seal)
Mexico,
New
to
and
foreclose
Short Notice at Lowest
Curry County and State of New
of this kind perpetuated by a
We have Plenty of monMarket Price
Mexico, as shown pn the official
weak newspaper novice. Porey to loan on improved farms any interest that the said DePUBLICATION NOTICE
Dillon and Bruner
fendants,
tales is a good town, has plenty
platt
of said addition to Clovis,
Crane & Schnyder, Agts.
in Curry county.
might have in said real estate.
of water and we are glad to &ee
Mex.
New
n the District Court of Curry
Union Mortgage Co.
You are further notified that
it making farming by irrigation
The said
County, New Mexico.
and premb. Apr. 25.
unless you appear and answer in
and pumping a complete success.
ises to be sold to satisfy two cersaid cause on or before the 10th
We hope it will get the sugar
tain judgments rendered in tin
Building
Clovis
TREES
of
quality,
backed day of August 1912, judgment oan Association, and
beet factory.
Clovis
stands
above named Court on March.
by a quarter century's suc- by default will be rendered
ready in every way to help Por29th, 1912, one in favor of J. F.
Plaintiff,
tales secure it. Why its Ryther
cessful business. Catalogue against you and plaintiff will apvs.
no. 477 Bennett and against Wm. J.
ply to the court for the relief
should keep persistent!y"knock-ing- "
Downing, and Emma V. Downon request.
Marion Tull and Jessie
prayed for in its complaint filed
on Clovis we cannot see.
ing, for the sum of $798.00 and
Hereford
ull, his wife, A. J.
Nursery
Co.
Round Trip Summer
said action.
costs, including $78.00 as attorRodes as Administrator
Hereford, Tex. in You
will further take notice
Ladies are invited to call
Tourists Fare
neys
fees, being case No. 475-- .
of the estate of Louis
that Harry L. Patton, whose Wire, deceased, David
and see the large stock of On sale June 1st to September
on
the
docket of said Court, and
I'll Sell Your Farm
postoffice and business address
1912.
To points east and
which was consolidated by orLe- Wire,
GLASSWARE received at 30th,
Wire,
Bertie
west. Final return limit OctoWould like a list of several is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorder' of Court, with case No. 459i
wis Wire, Chriss Wire
the Scott-Trac- y
ber 31st, 1912. With
Hwd. Co.
s
good cheap farms within from ney for plaintiff.
the same being R. C. Hatch V,
Henry
Wire,
and
going
on
as
the
and
returning trips.
five to ten miles of Clovis. Am
LOST -- Scotch Collie Dog, 0
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
S. Wm. J. Downing and Emma
only
Ioulaw
heirs
of
at
$7.25 Round trip to Artesia, expecting a number of land buy- I have hereunto set my hand
months old. Sable and white
V. Downing, w which, judgment: .
is Wire deceased, A. L.
N. M. On
May 30th, 31st ers from the
in
east
marks. Return to E. Jacobson, and June sale
and
a
affixed
few
of
seal
said
davs
the
was rendered in favor of said
1st. Return Limit
and want a list of the best bar court, this the 26 day of June, Dillon and J. W.iBruner,
or Doc Jenkins and receive re- June 3rd.
plaintiff R. C. Hatch for the sum. I
Defendants.
gains in land.
1912.
E, Jacobson.
ward.
pd J. II
$56.95 Clovis, N. M. to WashTo the defendants, Marion Tull of $320.00 and costs, including
W. L. Mansfield, Mgr.
A. L. Await, clerk
Ice tea glasses, fancy ta- ington. D. C. On sale June 5th
and Jessie Tull, his wife, David i30.00 as attorneys fees, and in
Mansfield-Claiborn- g
7th.
Co.
of the District Court of Curry Wire, Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire which conaolidated actions
Return Limit June
ble tumblers, water bottles, and
the
12th. Extension may be had to
Clovis, N. M. county, New Mexico.
plaintiff J. F. Bennet, was ad- - .
Chriss Wire and Henry Wire:
pitchers, etc., just received July 12th.
W. C. Zerwer, Deputv.
You will hereby take notice judged the holder of a firft and ,
at the Scott-Trac- y
Hwd. Co. $8.35 Round trip to Slaton, pie available supply of the bear (Seal)
a suit has been filed in the prior mortgage iien on said real
Texas. On sale June 14th, and
that
J. H. Brown, a fireman of this 15th with final return limit June grass to keep several paper
District Court of Curry county, estate for said sum of $798.00
place, left Tuesday for a visit 16th.
PUBLICATION NOTICE
mill of large capacity constantly
New Mexico, in which Clovis and costs, and that tha plaintiff "
with his parents in Texas. He
$17.25 Round trip to Santa Fe running. New York Sun.
Building and Loan Association R. C. Hatch, was adjudged
has been very ill for some time N. M., on
In the District Court of Curry in nlaintitT nd vnn t)u anir) 'Mar. holder of a mortgage lien the
but hopes to be able to go to and 12th. sale June 10th, 11th
on
Rev. E. P. Aldredge of PorFinal Return limit
County, New Mexico.
e
work again in a few weeks.
ionTulfand
Jessie
Tull.
his
said
wife
for
the
;
amount
tales, passed through Clovis on
June 17th.
you the said David Wire. of his judgment in
and
way
his
to
the
sum
TuesDallas.
Texas.
of
For additional information in
John Munch,
Bertie Wire. Lewis Wire. Chriss $320.00 and costs,
Just the kind of china-war- e regard
but subject to
to the above rates and day.
you have been look- Henry
Wire,
and
Wire
as
heirs
Plaintiff,
routes please call on me at tickMrs. Pitts, of Melrose, is visit
law of Louis Wire deceased, the first mortgage lien held by
imfor Scott-Trac- y
ys.
Hwd. et office or Phone 156.
no. 525 at
ing
together
with A. J. Rhodes as said J. F. Bennett above menMrs.
her
sister,
Kennedy
of Joseph F. Mc. Kenn'ey,
Co.
D. C. Knowles. Agen.t
administrator of the estate of tioned, and that said real estate
this city.
Rosa Mc. Kenney, Dil- the
said
Louir
Wire be sold according to the provisdeceased, and A. L. Dillon and ions of the
leno P. Gaby, Sadie M.
statute, by M. C.
W. Bruner are the defendants
Gaby, Myra W. Ewin,
Spicer
Special
as
Master, to satand
said
cause is number
that
and J. W. Frame.
ed 477 on the docket of said court. isfy said judgments according to
BSBjjjjSjjSBB
Defendants.
You will further take notice their priorities and make due reTo the defendants Joseph F. that the general objects of said port
of such sale to said Court.
Mc. Kinney,
Rosa Mc. Kinney action are as follows: To reWitness
my hand this 5th day
cover judgment against the said
and J. W. Frame:
of
June,
1912.
Marion
Tull
Tull,
and Jessie
his
You will hereby take notice wife,
M. C. Spicer, Special Master,
and A. J. Rhodes as the
I
that a suit has been fiied in the administerator of said estate b
M
jgjj
if is t i.
J6.
District Court of Curry county, of David Wire deceased for the
'
New Mexico, in which John sum of $1302.69, interest, cost of
i
attorney
s
tee,
as
suit
and
eviMunch is plaintiff, and you, the
Notice for Publication
contracts due by said Department o( the Interior. U
said Joseph F. Mc. Kinney, Rosa denced by
h Land
H
Tull,
Marion
and Jessie Tull, Sumner N 11. June 27. 1912
if
ifl
Mc. Kinney and J. W. Frame, his
in
Notice
wife,
hereby
and
given that William Byrne, of
assumed
together with
by the
Louis
said
"aa on juiia 22th
Wire ,""uu'
made
Humeetead
01,763 for N E
Sec 7, T, 4
Dilleno P. Gaby, Sadie M. Gabv due to plain tiff, and to foreclose North, M, 36Serial
Means that we will make you a profit-shar- er
K,
and who on May 24. lw made
in our business.
, ,
Step insidi
.
and Myra W. Ewin are the de mortgage given by the said additional Hume teed entry No, 06544.
for 8K
Tull,
Tull
pattern
Marion
and
7.
his
Jessie
Mction TownahiD 4 North, Kan if e 85 east.
woi iuomrose
. ";"T
in the original Wm. Rogfendants,
and
that
said
is
suit
M
N
P
Meridian,
eagle brand silverware.
ha filed notice of intention to
wife, to plaintiff to secure said
numbered 525 on the docket of indebtedness upon Lot 10, Block make Five year proof w eatablieh eUim
. a.
land above described, before w J Curren. U s
said court.
34 in theOriginal Townsite of uommiaaioner
214
m hia office at Clovl. N M. on the
ahd.lainHotei
You will further take notice Clovis, Curry County, New Mex- Ibtn day of Aug.. 1W2
ico, which said real estate wan
Claimant name a witnaaaea:
that the general objects of said
M. Hoee of Claud. N. M. Robert H
conveyed to the said Louis Wire, rraneia
Snelllnga
suit are as follows: To recover deceased, during his lifetime,
of Clovia. N. 14 Al Waldo. Claud. N,
niuiaiu a Kennedy, ul Haa. N, M,
judgment against you the said and of which he died seized and
Arthur Curren, Keg later
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M. W. JQHNSON

Free

In Memoriam
Died at his home, 112 North
Gidding St, Wednesday morning
at 4:30 o'clock, P. J. Mersfelder,
aged 74 yearB. Interment in the
city cemetery Wednesday, funeral services being conducted at
the family residence where a
large number of friends, including members of the Masonic fraternity, assembled. Mr. Mersfelder moved to this section of
the country in 1893 and has resided hpre continuously ever since.
He has been In bad health for
some time past and his death
was not unexpected
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The best piece to buy
your
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Hdw. Co.
Railroad Time Table
No.

112

-

Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita. Amarillo
and points east
.. 10:50 a. m.

11."..

11;:

If a burglar gets into your house and you have

c

ita, Kansas citv, Chicago
and points east
11:45 a. m.
117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo and points east 11 :55 p. m.
117.. Dep. for Portales, Roswell, Carlsbad and Pecos

that's all.

.0.

1

HAS CHANG

114.. Ar. from Pecos, Carlsbad, Roswell and Portales
10:45 a. m.
114.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

money concealed there, the burglar will get
your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house: that is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend it or lose it
so easily.
Do your bunking with us. We do strictly

banking,

Dep. for Melrose, Fort
Sumner, Vaugn, Mountain-stir- ,
Helen, Albuquerque
11:15 a. m.
and points west

Instead of 3ol,

all us

When You

Postofflcc

New Me xico 1

Hox 54

.9

The Magic

Cii

Undertaking

11:30 a. m.

from Albuquerque,
Mountainair, Ft. Sumner,
Melrose and points west

C

V

118.. Ar.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

Funeral Dire

tibalmert

U
m

4:15 a. m.
118.. Dep.

for Amarillo, Wichita, Kansas city, Chicago
and points on Coleman

Day Phoi

4:20 a. m.

cut-of- f

m
Auditor Fixe; Tax Levy of
State at 13 Mills

F,

ion to

.fa ie
mil's is to be tho ItfV?
for the first fiscal year of the'
new state. That is three mills
mnre than tin- last levy made
under the territorial form ol'j

Snnta

N. M..

25.-Thir-

ti.f

j.-

sujw of Senate

-.

17J as amended in
egard to scho il levies.
Respi ci I'tljly yours,
BUI No.

teen

'.

.

G.

Died

R-

Mrs. tfattie

J. Barton, at
aoutheajt of
Clovis un June 'SI, In term ml in
the Far well cemetery on the 2),
beside a husband VV M. Burton,
three grown daugters and a son
are left to mourn the loss of a
kind and loving mother and affectionate wife.
her home six

Sr.rgent,

-

State auditor

government.
C.

Sargent tod

iv

aM

W.

lresvd the

following Jetter to the hoards of
county commissioners of each of
cou ities.
the twenty-sipurpose
of raising reFor the
appropriations
pay
venue to
made by law. for state purposes
and for state, charitable and
penal institutions, I respectfully
request that you cause a levy of
mills on the
f
eleven and
all the
upon
dollar to be made
your
property
within
taxable
county; the same when collected
to be turned into the state treasury to the credit of the first fiscal year of the state of New
Mexico to be distributed by the
atate treasurer as required by
x

one-hal-

law.

For the purpose of raising
revenue for the various sinking
funds and the payment of interest on the state debt. I respectfully request that you cause
f
mills
a levy of one and
on the dollar to be made upon
all the taxable property within
your county; the same when
collected to be turned into the
state of New Mexico to be disone-hal-

tributed

by

the state treasurer

j
i

LurDanK s Latest
Luther Burb'ihk, the botanical wizard, has branched out into
a new tield for his genius. He
developed ilie spineless cactus
and has made it a success in California where the soil and the
climate are admirably adapted
to its growth. Now he propose3
to try it in the alkali deserts of
Arizona. He has asked congress for twelve sections of government land, now absolutely
worthless, to be granted to him
in fee if at the end of five years
he shall have been able to grow
successfully 100,000 plants on the
land by that time. Of course,
the government requires Mr.
Burbank to pay the usual filing
fees.
Congress has that sort of bill
before it and it is expected that
favorable action will be taken at
the next session. It will make
a great deal of k.nd now worthless valuable if the experiment
shall prove successful.
,

mil.-- ii

Miss Rosalie Lambert, was in
from her homestead Friday, near
Blacktowei-oland business.
A number of Clovis people left
for Las Vegas, Wednesday, to
witness the Johnson-Flyn- n
fiht,
Miss Laura

Turrentine has

re-

turned from Rora, Mo., where
she has been teaching school for
the past session.

Mrs. Turrentine has assumed
charge of the Commercial hotel
again. The Commercial has i
ways been classed as one of the
leading hotels of the city and
the new management will undoubtedly add to its popularity.
Miss Fay Brooks has returned
from Canyon City, Thursday,
where she has been1 visiting for
the past two months.
Mr. and Mrs. Matsey spent
the 4th at Hereford.
house
FOR RENT-Furnis- hed
for rent. Apply of E. J. Feagan
Fire, Life, Accident, and Health at the freight depot.
tf
Insurance. C. A. Clark.
al--

j

-

F. M. Gordon has just re-

For Trade

ceived a shipment of the
Confectionery
good
improved Singer sew- in AClovis topaying
latest
Complying with an orrlar of
trade for 160 acres
use to go of land. M
sheep sanitary board. a3 requir- ing machines--N- o
iquire
ed by Sec. 9. Chapter 55. Laws any further if you want the x v z, this o
by law.

1903, you are requested to cause best.
a levy of eight mills to be made
upon each dollar of the as.esed
value of all sheep assessed within your county; the same when
collected to be turned into the
RhrA m iiln tn iirrler M nn
state treasury to the credit of
the sheep sanitary fund.
rienrv
I respectfully call your attent- -

Hard Times Price;
1!'

The Old Cow Boy

Bootmaker
u)

t,

etvn lot of

MAXWELL GIVES SERVICE
Service Measures the Worth of Any

Motor-Drive- n

Vehicle.

Its Record in the Glidden Tour Proves the MAXWELL Is the Car for You
as the reliable tourlngr automobile. Four
Maxwell proved decisively In the GUdden Tour Its
o
run over the hardest roads In the
the
cars proved 100 per cent efficiency at all times throughout
offered. Maxwell way the ouly perfect SfOre team the easiest car on tires.
United States, winning all trophies
the victor among 6 o: America s oosi Known cars.
1,434-mll-

MAXWELL

1 MASCOTTE

The Car
for the
Family Man

25

H. P.

Touring Car

in Town

$1,175

and

County
$1,178 f.

.

F. O. B. Denver
Fully Equipped

b. Denver.

Fully equipped.

MAXWELL "SPECIAL," TourlnK
$l,KO MA
MAXWELL "MASCOTTE," Roadster. ..... .101, 1U MA
All Price F. O. D. Denver,

.$1,345
.

Appvnranre,
Combines Reliability with Hisb-CiraKecog-Th- e
both fully developed Maxwell characteristics.
Cars."
ntzed as "
Aristocrat of Moderate-Price- d
easy
to operate and universally satis-moWears lon rest,
Official records
factory to
than 50,000 owners.
of New Yoi k state show that 91 per cent of Maxwells
registered In 1905 are still In use.
Write TODAY for "The Ktory of the Gil
Automobile"
booklets and the con

720

de

lacked

re

THE:

FERNALD AUTOMOBILE CO.
Colorado,
"MAXWKLU"

1216-122- 6

New Mexico and Wyoming Distributors for tho
the "COJLUMB1A," tin "SAMPSON MoTOK TKUCK.

Broadway

DENVER, COLORADO

'"l

can be marketed, that affords Ruppe Returns to Albuquera stumbling block to many prosque in Awful Fix
It is recogWashington, June 29. The pective settlers.
"I return to Albuquerque alnized
farming
the
area
that
"
the
lecessity of
most a Democrat; I'm in a quan-dr- y
be
extended,
must
more
and
by
recognized
been
has
over the political situation
trmer
up
keep
to
acres
with
cultivated
s
and am in a frame similar to
e first of the national conven-nto meet this year, that of the present march of progress, many thousands of voters in the
e republicans, in the adoption but some financial system is east about ready to pass up
,i a section of the platform to needed to aid the farmer. In both Taft and Roosevelt and get
the effect that "it is of great im- the cities one can buy anything ready to vote for a democrat."
portance to the social and eco- from a baby buggy to a grand Thus spoke Major Bernard Rupnomical welfare of this country, piano or a house and lot on the pe. of Albuquerque, who returned to the city today after an exthat its farmers have facilities installment o.- plan, and universally
is
grubtended visit in the east. Major
prtwpectdr
lor borrowing easily and cheap- the miner
system
so
no
Ruppe attended the Chicago constaked,
but
has
far
ly, the money they need to incountry
in
devised
for
been
this
vention and then went to New
crease the productivity of their

Necessary to GrubStake
the Farmer
"grub-staking-

-

land.

It is as important that

extending easy credit

f-

be provided
to supply the demand of the
farmers for credid, as it is that
the banking and currency sys- terns be reformed in the interest
of general business. Theref ore,
we recommend and urge an
investigation oi agricultural credit societies and corporations in other countries, and
the passage of state and federal
laws for the establishment and
capable supervision of organiza
tions for the purpose of loaning:
funds to farmers."
ine rauroau companies in
their comprehensive campaigns
to secure colonist and
for the vast undeveloped
agricultural empire of the west,
civic organizations, who have
worked to this end, have always
been met by the lack of facilities for money by which the
farmer could tide himself over
until his first crop returns are
realized.
Securing the land is comparatively an easy proposition. Wlvre
no government land is obtainable
it is usually easy to buy any
area from ten to 360 acres, on
very easy terms. It is getting
the land cleared and into crops,
and the care of crops until they
inancial machinery

home-seeker- s

j

I

to the York to visit his mother.
to
new
clear
anxious
farmer
"The political situation as I
land, and become a productive found it in the east is puzzling,"
said Mr. Ruppe. "Nobody knows
factor in the community.
In foreign countries the plan what is going to happen next. I
has been mot successfully em- believe the scramble will culmployed. The peasants of France inate in making Democrats out
are land owners to an extent of many Republicans and prohardly realized in other coun- gressive republicans."
tries. The system, which is
New Mexico politically is spotsanctioned and directed by the less and without stain, contrastgovernment, is, to a Certain ex- ed with some of the eastern
tent, responsible for the thrifty-spiri- states, Major Ruppe said today.
shown throughout France.
"Talk about corruption in poThe plan provides that a man litics," said the major. "New
may borrow on his land very Mexico doesn't begin to stack
close to the complete value, by up with the other states. I saw
arranging in advance the num- enough of graft and big steals
ber of years that he will take to going on in the east to convince
pay back the loan. His interest me that New Mexico isn't so bad
periods are then arranged at so after all." -- Herald.
much a year, the amount being
irreater or less. dfinendino; on
how soon he intended
that (hetcWanted 100 Head of Sheep
payments should completely pay
Would like to buy about 100
off his debt. Against th bonds head of good ewes, or would
and mortgages issued to supply like to run 500 or 1000 on shares
these loans, the credit fancier Inquire of W. C. Crow, Clovis.
issues its bonds i small amounts
4t to July 25 pd.
bearing interest at 8 per cent or
less, which are sold in large
WANTED at once experquantities to investors of mode- ienced cook. Inquire at the
rate means. Germany has a
Star Hotel.
chain of
banks orIt.
ganized for the purpose of loanThe Famous Georgia Monuing money at low rates to small
farmors.
ments. All kinds. -- C. A.Clark.
t

Report of the condition of khe ONE AMERICAN

American Bank and Trust
Company of Clnvis
State of New Mexico,

on

June

29th, 1912.

RESOURCES
$1,085.50
Loans on real estate,
Loans on Collateral
Security other than
Real

Estate

25,708.43

Loans and Discounts
All others

THEM .THE UNDERWORLD

AMONG

Clement Shorter Name Thomae
Edison as On of Ten Qreateet
Men of Age.

"Doubtless," writes Clei ent Short-ar- e
many
er. In tbe Strand, "there
treat men living in (he orld today
greatness,
men with prospective
reatness
n my

judg--

world

p

to-al- k

of life
In a
porn

12.924.32

12,

11

86.1 "1

r

Dis--

e

who,
d hlm- -

Mr. Roosevelt or of Emperor William
are,
de-

character had better be
Other Real Estate Owned, 6:"0.00 cidedof athiscentury
hence. As you ask
Chocks and other
me, however, to Join In what can
Cash Items
1.410.25 scarcely be a serious discussion. I sug-

gest that wo toko tbe name of a living
man from each country who bi.n, by
:;t)0.iu lnventionor creation, stamped himself
944. GO upon Ms age. I therefore no.nlnate the
ten greatest men of the present ,day
S9S.00 fi s follows:
Silver certificates,
Legal Tenders,
285.00
"Great Britain, Thos. Hardy; Great
2590.00 Britain, Lord Lister; United States,
National Bank Notes,
Thomas A. Edison; Italy, Gugllelmo
Marconi; Italy. Olacomo
Puccini;
France, Francois
Coppee; Austria,
$82,031 10 Richard Strauss; Germany, Hermann
Total Resources,
Sudermann; Belgium, Maurice Maeterlinck; Russia, Elie Metchnikoff."
LIABILITIES.

Gold Coin.
Cold Certificates.
Silver coin,

Capital Stock,
Undivided Earnings.
Deposits Subject
to Check,
Deposits, Time,

.290.00

$30,000.00
279.30
39.004.04
7,151.75

Cashier's Checks
Outstanding,
Due to Other Banks
and Bankers,
All other Liabilities,

Rea.m of Featuring Unrest for Whi.
Thar ! No Peso and
No Hope.

H

K
A dreadful, fearful underworld.
wilderness of sin Infested with craw'-Inwith vermin. A (loon
atomies
realm of festering unrest for which
there la no peace, no hope, no relief,
no salvation. A place of darkness, la
which children awake in the night to
grapple with tbe unclean thing. And
that Is what all the poor lost anuli
down there are doing, all night lnn;
and every night, but not by days, because there la no day In thet foul Top-heDown there it Is all darkness and
a nightmare of haunting forms and
faces. Knees and forms made visible
In the darkness by the phosphorescence of their own corruption. The
old, old faces of little children. The
Mdeous childishness of senility. Tbey
gibber at you as you pass, and flout
and mock you in your dreams after
ward, all dabbed with tears and sweat
and contorted with pain, yet bursting
and swollen with evil mirth at the
sight of one another's misery and suffering. They loom through the driving reek, pale, spectral, floating on the
unclean wind that forever
drifts
through these malodorous stews of Infamy In a never-endinsuccession of
ogling death-maskWomen's faces
drift along with these others, weeping
with an infantine abandon, making an
ugly mouth and letting the big glittering drops ooze from their Bunker or
rheumy wyes and trickle down their
bloated or hollow cheeks. Young men's
faces, perplexed and frowning, that
should be gay or resolute.
The sky above that Intorted maze of
charnel-house- s
Is red as if with the
vital stream of life as it ebbs out with
the dying day. Night comes down as
If God frowned.
Forum.
g

t.

!04 94
Overdrafts
Other Stocks, Bonds and
Is too ea
6,536.00 will cone
Securities,
raell. Th
Due from B inks and
13,597 25 by force
Hankers.
Hanking House. Fur-

niture and Fixture":.

A.

OF L0NDCN

PAINTER

IN

HIS

OLD

AGE

Retired Rear Admiral Wins Distinction With His Landacapea Done in
Water Color.

Rear Admiral Charles Henry Davis,
3,258.70 who retired from active service In the
United States navy four years ago,
paintings on exhibition
2.095.38 has thirty-twIn the Corcoran Art gallery at Wash781.39 ington, D. C, which Is one of the finest public galleries in America and
Total Liabilities,
$82,031.10 one in which the knights of the palette and brush consider it quite a triI, N. B. Pond, Cashier of the umph to have their pictures exhibited.
a singular genius he has added
above named bank do solemnly To
painstaking Industry, and has pushed
swear that the above statement, himself up into an enviable place
is true to the best of my knowl-an- d among the best landscape painters in
water colors in this country.
belief.
At a time in life when he was supN. B. Pond, Cashier.
posed to have finished his mission,
Subscribed and sworn to be- and to be allowed to go back and sit
fore me this 2nd dav of Julv, down oldIn a corner and be very still,
the
hero of the Civil war and
1912.
Spanish-Americawar appears as virWin. Fleming. Nottry Pub'ic. ile in his intellect as he was at thirty,
and has become a master of art. revMy Commis-io- n
ExpireVEeh. 21 eling In a realm of beauty, and transferring the beauty from his own soul
1910.
to canvas, to delight and bless his fel(Seal)
lows. What a beautiful example this
Correct.
Attest.
grizzled old veteran and this delicate
L. C. West. John R. Anderson, artist set to old men who think there
Is nothing left for them to do. The
M. Boyle.
Director?.
Christian Herald.

g

SHIP

GETS

STRANGE ORDER

Obeys Mysterious Message on Slats
and Rescues People From
Slnklpg Vessel.

Robert Dale Owen is our authority
for the following story:
"The mate of a bark which was sailing sou'westwards across the banks of
Newfoundland was in the cabin work-'nout tbe vessel's course when be
noticed a man sitting at the other end
of the table busy writing on a slate.
Thinking it was the captain, he paid
no further attention, but presently,
looking up from his calculation, h
saw the man suddenly disappear.
"Startled, he went across, picked up
the slate, and found written on it,
'Steer to the northwest.'
"He called the captain. The writing
was certainly not that of any of the
crew, and eventually It was decided to
obey the strange order. The vessel
was put in a not- westerly course and
a man stationed at the masthead to
keep a sharp lookout.
"In a few hours they sighted ioe,
and amongst It, In an almost sinking
condition, a big ship. They reached
her Just in time to save her people.
Among them was a passenger whom
the mate recognized as the stranger
who had written on the slate.
Independent Beggar.
According: to the other passengers,
William E. Kilganon. clerk of the
juvenile court, found out Saturday aft- this man had been in a deep sleep ot
ernoon that some men beg because trance at the hour at which the lnc
they do not wish to work. An agile dent had taken place."
fellow, fairly well dressed, was about
the courthouse asking for "Just a
His Money's Worth.
dime." He "struck" Kilganon.
A man with a long but scanty beard
"I won't give you any money," said
Kilganon, "but I can get you a good and a gimlet eye came into Cyrus
store, in a little New
Job " Kilganon remembered that a Teed's
manufacturer had called him over Hampshire town, and called for five
the phone a abort time before and cents worth of peanuts. Cyrus meastold him be was in need of a good ured out a pint and handed the bag
man. He said he would pay Sl.75 a over. The man weighed It in his hand
and looked more discontented than
day.
Kl'sanon had taken the receiver ever.
"There ain't many there, be they?"
from the telephone and was about to
tell the manufacturer he had found a he asked querulously. "Ain't it kinder
man for him when the beggar asked small measurer
"Regular full pint, what I always
how much the Job would pay.
give for a nickel!" snapped Cyrus,
told him.
"I wouldn'4 work for anybody for who knew his customer well.
"Why, when 1 was down In Boston,"
that," Laid the beggar.
"All right," replied Kilganon, "get argued the bearded man, "there was a
place there where 1 could get twlcet
out of here." Indianaimlis Newt.
as many peanuts as this for five
cents."
How She Got Fresh Eggs.
"Well," said Mr. Teed, deflnaltly,
A young lady living in a small city "the round trip to
Boston in only
2 .56.
Why don't ye go down to Boshad impaired her health by too confining work iu a city office. Her phy- ton and get your money's worth?"
This closed the Incident. Youth's
sician ordered ber to a sanitarium for
rest and upbuilding, and when she re- Companion.
turned to work he instructed her to
eat four fresh laid eggs dally; two
Nuts That Give Light.
eggs for breakfast and the others raw
Seeds of two very remarkable trees
in milk. Finding it difficult to obtain
dependably fresh eggs she persuaded have recently come to the government
her mother to permit her having a plant bureau through the bands of our
small flock In the home yard. A port- agricultural explorers. Both of tutun
able house was purchased and fifteen might be called light bearers, though
pullets Installed In It. A small brother In ways somewhat different.
One of them is the "pill" nut tree
was paid ten cents a week to feed aud
care for the flock, two bags of ready-mixe- which grows In the southern part of
food were bought and the result the Island of Luzon, and npwhere else
the Philippines. It is quite a large
cf the venture was not only all the In
eggs the young lady needed and a sup- tree, and ita seed is described as exAll the
ply for the family, but there was a traordinarily rich in flavor.
surplus which found a ready market Americans In the Philippines think it
at the corner drug Btore, bringing ten the finest nut grown. When the nuts
cents a dozen above the market price. are roasted, If a lighted mntc'i be
touched to one of them. It will Burn
The Christian Herald.
like a lamp" so rich is it in oil.
n

condensed statement
Of the Condition of the

How To Prepare Land

For Planting Seed

AMERICAN BANK AND TRUST CO.

5fe

Of Clovis, New Mexico.

At the close of business June 29th 1912.

3
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RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
$40,378.25
Overdrafts, Secured and Unsecured
904.94
Warrants, Stocks and Bonds
6,535.00
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures 12,135.51
Other Real Estate Owned
650.00
Cash and Sight Exchange
19,812.08
Other Resources
2,215.38
$82,631.16

3

LIABILITIES
Capital
Undivided Earnings

$30,000.00
279.30

Arthur

$82,631.16
1

gp

ge-ier-

Curren, former U.
Commissioner here and Register of the U. S. Land Office at
Fort Sumner, arrived from the
German Working Girls.
Pecos River City last Wednesday
statistics give a good idea of
ie increasingly large number of
ana will, on or about July 15, as- ho
girls who go to the larger
sume editorial and business man- country
cities from village and small towns
agement of the News.
In Clermany earn their daily bread,
E.

S.

Deposits
781.39

A large amount of moisture
has fallen during the past winter, and there is a goodly supply
of it in the soil this spring. If
this moisture is properly conserved the chances for a drought
next summer will be greatly reduced. Early cultivation of the
corn land will conserve the moisture and make summer cultivation more easy. In some parts
of the Eastern section of Kansas the best way to prepare land
for corn is by plowing, even
though the corn is to be planted
with a lister. The land may be
either in the fall or in the spring.
Where there is not sufficient
time to plow the land and it is
the purpose of the farmer to list
his corn, early discing is a common and good practice. As soon
a the land is sufficiently dry,
cultivation with the disc should
commence. The loose mulch left
by the disc will concerve moisture, and the cultivation will liberate plant food. This early
discing will cover weed seeds and
start them to grow. They may
then be destroyed by the later
discing. It is a good plan to disc
the corn land early and continue
working the land till planting
time.

freezers, Refrigerators, Gasoline and Oil
stoves, the kind that satisfies
at Scott Tracy Hdw. Co.
Ice-crea-

m

-

The largest number are employed in
cotton factories. There were about
ibO.000 girls employed last year in
cotton mills aud 62,000 In tobacco
torles. In laundries 8,300 women i
employed, of whom a large number
eventually weat into wwrloe as
i

,

i

Baltimore a Convention City.
Down to the civil war period, Baltl- -

there

by
all
with 1832.
:iuue Am
Henry Clay,
Martin Pi
James K. Polk,
rjr Taylor, Lewis
tree. General Bcott.
A. Douglas, John C. Brecklu- ePn
ldge, John Bell and Abraham Lla- toln (in

ig
,

lt).

Notice for Publication.

Notice for publication.

Notice of Contest.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Noa rosl Mad.
' Non roal land
07W8
land.
02116
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior U. 8. Land Offloa
Department of the Interior. United States at
Sumner. N. M.. June 18. 1912.
U. 8. land office at Ft. Sumner N. at.
at Ft Sumner. N. M. May 20. 1912.
Notice is her-'- y given that Archie L. Dllllru-ha- Land Office. Fort 8umner. N. M.. Msy 13, Notice Is hereby given that Wfllard E. Haynee
Mar 20. 1912
ofClovis. N.M. who, on August 9. 1906 made
of Havener, N. M.. who on Feb. 1. 1907. 112.
Notice is herabr glrsn that William H. Cox.
Entrv
03386
number
for
ro. N.M
contestee. Homestead
made homestead entry no. 02116 for Northeast To William n Gilbert of T
of Clovls. N M who on December 9.
190H
W. quarter Sec. 21 Township In. range 86. E.
8.
Yon are hereby notlfler.
hst Alva T. Snider N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
made Homestead Entry
No. 01204. quarter section 19. township. 2 north range 84
of IntenFive-yeS. K.
for
quarter auction 22, town- east N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of In who gives Texico. New M
to make
proof so
:o. as his post office tion
establish claim to the land above described 1
five-yeship 4 north rang- .IS eaet. N. M. P. M. ha tentlon to make
proof, to establish address, did on April 29.
file In this
William
U. S. Commissi- - it.
Curren,
J.
five-year
died notice of Intention to nnke final
Maim to the land above described before William.
to con-o- n In his office In Clovis. N M. on the 12th day of
fire his duly corroborated
proof, to establish claim to the land a wvo J. Curren. United States Commissioner, In his test and secure the cancellati
of your Hnme- - Aug. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
described, before W. J. Curren. II. 8. Commisoffloeat Clovis. N. M.. on the 8th day of July. stead Serial No. 08129. made June IS. 1910 for
G. Blslr. ThslesA. Boone. Alfred C. Fent
sioner, In his office at Clovls, N at. on the 9th 1912.
South-we1. 2. 8 and 4 Ethsn
and
Lots
'
day of July. 1918.
and Talberl D. Lewis all of Texteo. M. M.
n- - r.es
witnesses:
as
Claimant
6, Township 4 North
37 East
Section
Range
Claimant names as witnesses:
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Magee. Robert 8. Brawley. Joseph O. N. M. P. Meridian, and as gi inds for his con-- i
I.uther P. Carnes, of Claud. M. M PaulSuh Frank
Havener, N. M. test he alleges that said Willi
all
R.
Hickman
of
Brawler.
John
never
Gilbert
H.
nel. Clovls. N. M . Augdsta Koa, of Claud. N.
Notice For
established residence on the land In question.
K
V
Art
M., lister Simpson, of Clovls. N. M.
Non-CeLand.
You are, therefore, further notified thst the
Arthur K. Curren. Keaister,
Department
of the Interior, U S land office
saki allegations will be taken by this office as
N.
Ft.
Sumner
M..June
It. 1912.
hnvlng been confessed bv vou. and your said enNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice Is hereby given that Gabriel T. Nelson
Non-cotry
land,
your
will
he
canceled
without
thereunder
Notice for Publication
Clovis. New Mexico, who. on June 3rd
tmentof the Interior. U. 8. Land Office at further right to be heard therein, either before of
1907. made homestead entry, serial no. 04324 for
ner, N. M.. May 21. 1912.
NofMcoal land
township 1 north
office or on appeal, if you fail to file In this northeast quarter, section 4
this
Is hereby given that Jesse O.Stanford
Department of the Intertor. II. 8. land office
range 86 East. New Mexico Principal meridian
ktower, N. M who on June 7, 1908. office within twenty days after the fourth pub- has
of I
filed
Intention to make
notice
of
at Fort Sumner. N.M.. May 21. 1912.
H. E.
03266 for 8 W lication of this notice, as
no.
shown below, your final five year proof. 'to establish claim to the
Notice is hereby given
that David W. mad
1
i Sec. 1 Township
North Range 84 snswes, under oath, specifically meeting and land above described
William J.
before
Nicholas of Clovla. New Mexico, who on Qua
M
.
M.
filed
P.
has
of
notice
Intention
U. 8. Commissioner, in his office, at
1906.
22.
June.
made homestead werlal No.
responding to these alleeatlons of contest, or If Curren,
five-yeake Final
proof, to
Clovis, New Mexico, on the 12th day of Aug..
eS8, for SE1-- 4 Sec. 17, Township 1 N. Flange
to the land above describee", before you fsll within that time to file In this of- 1912.
3f! East
and
who
on Dev. 20, 1909, made Will
I. Curren. United States Commissioner.
fice due proof thst you have served a copy of
Claimant names as witnesses:
NE1-- 4
in hi
If ice at Clovis. N M on the 6th day of
Add'l. entry
for
the
your answer on the said contestant either In Daniel L. Moys. Clyde M. Frager. Albert Thom20.
township 1 North. Range 36 East.
it names as witnesses:
person or by registered mail, ft thfs service Is as. Emil Jarohson. all of Clovls. N. M.
N. M. P. Meridian
filed notice of Inhas
Pace, IWilliam H. Hill. Isaac P. Smith
made by the dellvory of a copy of your answer
proof to estabtention to make final five-yeArthur E. Curren. Register
Kiel ft. Copeland all of Bhtcktower.
N. to the contestant In person, proof of such serlish claim to the land above described before and
W. J. Curren. United States Commissioner, in M.
vice must he either the said contestant's written
his office at Clovls. N. M. on the 8th day of
E. Curren, Register. acknowledgment of hia receipt of the copy,
Arthur
July. 1912.
showing the date of its receipt or the sffidavit
Non-CoLand
Claimant names as witnesses;
of the person by whom the delivery was made
Department of the interior U. S. Land Office
Ethan O, Blair. Aron T. Williams. Albert U.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
stating when and where the copy was delivered; at Fort Sumner. N. M., June 18. 1912. Notice
Daniels. J. P, Williams all of Clovls. N. M.
if made by registered mail, proof of such serNon coal land.
is hereby given that Rufus E. Miller, of Clo' Department of the
Arthur E Curren. Register
Interior. U. S. Land Offic: vice must consist of the affidavit of the person vis. N. M.. who. on Aug. 17. 1906. made Homeby whom the copy was mailed stating when and stead 01932 for Lota 1. 2. 8 and 4 See 3. end on
a. ft. Suuiner.N. M.. May 21. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ethan G. Blair, the post office to which ft was mailed aud this
.
May 18.1908. A.I.I In. HD. 06610. for Lot 1. sec 4.
of Texico N. M.. who, on July 16. 1906, made
Homestead Entry
Notice for Publication.
No. 03819 for N W affidavit must be accompanied by the postmsst-er'- s Township 4 North. Range 33 East. New Max.
receipt for the letter
Section, 24, township lnorth. range 36 east
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
New M P meridian, haa filed notice of intention
Non coal land.
You should state In your answer the name of
Proof, to establish clslm
five year proof to establish claim the post office to which you desire future no- make Final Five-yea- r
make
Department of the Interior. U 8 Land office at to
before William I). tices to be sent to you.
to the land above described,
to the land above described, before William J.
I. Sumner N. M. June 28 1912.
McBee. Probate Judge, Curry county; in his ofCurren. U. S. Commissioner In his office at
Arthur E. Curren, Register.
Notice is hereby given that Sam D. Norfleet.
fice at Clovis, New Mexico, on the 9th day of July
Clovis. N. M . on the 12th day of Aug., 1912
ofClovis N.IM. who on June 12. 1908 mad
I
publication
May
23,
1912.
of
Pate
first
(56R1.
for the Southeast quarhomestead antry.
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,.
.,
30,
,.
,.
.,
ter (BE1-4- ) of section 9, Township 3 north,
second
Claimant
times as witnesses:
Ed. DeBerry. Henry N. DeBerry. James R. Walkrange 34 East N. M P. Meridian has Hied
.,
third
..
6.
June
proof Jai.ies F. Curry. James P. Williams, George T.
notice of intention to make final three-yea- r
er, all of Clovis. N. M. Marvin L. Landis of
.,
..
.. .. fourth
IS.
..'
to establish claim to the land above described,
Wilson. Alfred C. Fent all of Texico, New Mex- Fields, N. M.
before William J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner,
Arthur E Curren. Register
in his oltlce at Clovls. N. M.. on the 15th day
of August 1912.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Notice for Publication
Claimant names as witnesses:
non coal land
Walter P. Greenfield, jasper w. George. Fred
Department of the Interior. U. S, Land office
Notice For Publication
Rush. Willard Henry Barnard all ofClovis N. M.
Non'coal land.
Non-coat Fort Sumner. N. M June 10, 1912,
land,
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Notice is hereby giventhat Temple D. Humphrey
Department of the Interior. United States Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Officn of
M. who on Feb. 9 1907. made HomeN
Clovis
Office. Ft. Sumner. N. M.. June 7. 1912.
at Ft Sumner. N. M June 28, 1912.
Swl-4- ,
stead Entry. No. 02122.
section 10.
Notice is hereby given that Sam H. Sullivan,
Notice is hereby given that Francis M. Rust Township 2 North. Range for
M.
MerM.
East.
P.
K
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ho. on June 12 1908. made idian, has filed notice of intention to make of Texico. N. M. who on 3ept. 8th. 1908 made
of Claud, N. m.
N0.061S for Southeast
entry
homestead
0eC59
north
for
no.
serial
homestead
entry
non coal land
year
Proof, to establish claim to the quarter, section 21. township 3 north, range 37
five
west quarter section 8 township 4 north, rantre
land above described, before William J Curren,
Department of the Interior, IT. 8. land office 35
Principal
Mexico
Meridian haa filed
noNew
East
filed
has
meridian
E, New Mexico
P
U. 3. Commissioner in his Mfice at Clovis, N. M.. notice of intention to make final five year
at Ft. Sumner N.M. May 21, 1912.
to make three year tin the 6th day of August, 1912.
tice of his intention
land above deto
claim
proof
establish
dethe
to
above
land
proof
the
to establish claim to
Notice is hereby given that M. Rosalie LamClaimant names ss witnesses:
scribed before W. J. Curren. U. 8. Commis-one- r
Clovls, New Mexico,
who on scribed before Wm. J. Curren. U. S. Commisbert of
George W Gilham. Charles J. Quante, Robert
in his office at Clovls, N. M.. on the 2nd
his office in Clovls, N M B. Luring. Robert Humphrey ell of Clovis N. M,
sioner
at
190G.made homestead entry
day of Aug.. 1912.
October 20th
Claimant names as witnesses:
quarter Section 10 on the 151 h day of August 1912. ,
no. 08717 for South-we- st
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
witnesses:
names
as
Claimant
Phillip J. Mersfelder of Clovis. N. M. Long
township 1 north range 34 E. N. M P
M. Al Weldon, of
iBen Moorman, of Texico. N M, Louis C Mersfeld
meridian has filed notice of Intention to make William Byrne of Claud. N
Haag. N. M.
er ofClovis. N M.James Q. Burton of Texico,
claim to the Claud. N M, William A Kennedy of
Five year proof, to establish
Notice for Publication
N M.
land above described, before W. J. Curren. U. Alf Newman, of Clovis. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
S. Commissioner. In Ills office at Clovis, New
Deaertmeatof the Interior. U. S. Land Office
Mexico on the 6th dayof July, 1912.
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. June 21. 1912.
Notice i hereby given that Lewis T. Grlgiby,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice for Publication.
Publication.
Notice
of Clovis. N. M who on Mar.. 29. 1909. mudu
AndrewS, Pact', Lee T. Burnett. Samuel JackNon coal land.
Non-coson, Baker Knight all of Blacktower. N. M.
Homestead Entry. No. 06132. for South-ea- st
Department of the Interior U. S Land office at
of the Interior. U S land office at quarter. Section 27. Township 4 north. Range Fort Sumner, N. M. June 21, 1912
Arthur E. Curren. Register
31 East. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of
FtSumner. N. M. June 21. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Emil Jacob-sois hereby given that Waltee P Greenfield;
Intention to make three Year proof, to establish
of Clovls. N. M.. who on July, 22.
17,
1908
Publication.
M.
Notice for
who on June
of Clovis. N
1907,
claim to the land above described, liefore William
made Homestead Entry, No. 04368, for
for
06722.
entry,
number
made homestead
Non coal land
J. Curren. U S Commissioner, in his office at Southwestquartar (Swl-4- ). Section 2. Township
D partment of the Interior, U. S. land office southwest quarter of sectional township 3 north
1 North, Range
88 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has
Clovid. New Mexico, on the Mth dayof August,
at Fort Sumner. N. M. May 20, 1912.
to make three Year
1912.
tiled notice of intention
Notice is hereby given that John F. Bel). range 34 E.. New Mexico Principal Meridian
five-yeof Clovla. N. M.. who on December 5. has filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the land above deClaimant namesas witnesses:
190r., made homestead entry 01678 for the 81-- 2
Ian.!
proof to establish claim to the
John M. Varner, Jacob F Ohr, Joe. LaLonde. scribed before William J. Curren. U. S. CommisNWl-- 4
.'!. north
township
section a:
range 35 east. N. M, P. Meridian
has filed above described before Wm. J. Curren. United Lester W Sailer, all of Clovls. N M
sioner at his office at Clovis. N. M. on the 14th
at Clovis
notice of intention to make
five year States Commissioner in his office
day of Aug. 1912.
Arthur E Curren, Register
proof to establish claim to the land above des- New Mexico on the 15th day of Aug.. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
cribed, before William J. Currren. U. 8 ComClaimant names as witnesses:
Clyde W. Frsger. Doc Jenkins. Victor NeKsr.
missioner. In his office at Clovis. N M. on the
-- i h
day of July. 1912.
Sam Norfleet. Frank Westoff. Chester McGee.
Theodore Nelson all of Clovls N. M
Notice For Publication
Claimant names as witnesses;
LeaT. Burnett all of Clovis. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Newton J. Wyatt. Ezra F. Mesalck. Martin V.
Non coal land.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Department of the Interior United States land
Pigman. Felix B. Payne all of Clovls, N.M,
orifice at Fort Sumner.
New Mexico. June
Non-co-

rt

Publication

Notice for Publication.

for

21. 1912

Notice for Publication

NOTICE

for publication.

Non coal land.
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U 8. Land office Department of the Interior. U. S land! office ut
21,
Mexico,
May
1912.
Fort Sumner, New
Fort Sumner. N. M. May 21. 191.'.
Notice is hereby given that Bertimer R Hendrix Notice Is herebv given thst Sam uel Jackson . of
Oct, 8. 190C made
of Clovla, New Mexico, who. on Feb. 19. 1910, Clovis. N. M.. who. on
No.07682. for north
made homestead entry.
OMtt
Entry
No.
Homestead
far
wast quarter section 4. towhithip 3 N. R. 36 E. RW quarterlSWl-- 4' Section 9 Township I north.
filed
34
Meri.
Range
M.
has
N.
east,
P.
lian.
M
N.
P. meridian has til" notice of Intention
five-yeof intention to make
to make commution proof, to establish claim notice
rroof to euiblish claim to the land above
to the land above described before William D. described before William J. Ctjrren. United
McKee. Probate Judge. Curry County, at his States Commlsbioner. in his office at Clovis. New
Mexico on the 6th dsy of July, 1 812.
office in Clovla. M M.. on the 6th day of July.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1912.
Isaac P. Smith. Rosalie Uunl snrt Willism D.
Claimant names as witnesses:
McDsnlel. Andy Pace all of Bla cktower. N. M.
Irred W. James, Homer H. Hale, James R, Gra
Arthur E. Curren, Register,
ham, Andrew J, Taylor, all of Clovis, N. M.
Register.
E.
Curren.
Arthur
.

Notice is hereby given that James H. Riley,
New Mexico who., on Sept.
9. 1907. made Homestead Entry, Number 02239
North-we- st
18.
quarter.
Section
or
Township 2 North. Range 3 ".East. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the lund
aLeve described,
William J. Curren,
before
his office at Clovis, New
U. S. Commissioner.in
Mexico, on the 14th day of Aug. 1912.
Clalraaot names as Witnesses:
George M. Hazzj,rd,
Joseph E. Pit nan,
Hugh M. Wood. James R. Moore all of Clovis. N.

of St Vraln,

M.

Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice for Publication

Irrigated Land for
Sale or Trade
of fertile farming land
in the irrigated portion of the
160 A.

Portales valley.

Water 8 to 14

feet will sell on liberal terms or
trade. Phone 194.
Billy Buchanan, formerly of
Clovis. returned Tuesday to his
farm near Portales. He is accompanied by his brother, H.
Buchanan, who will spend the
summer with Billy on the farm.

H d w.

Scott-Trac- y

successors

to the

Co.,

Milliren-Buchana-

n

Hdw. Co.
Deputy Sheriff Dean left for
Portales on legal business, Tuesday.

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Cur-r- y
County, New Mexico
The First National Bank
of Clovis
Plaintiff,
vs.
Charles Crook and
Crook,

Uril-Mau-

d

Money Talks
When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with us. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an action.

Defendents.
To the Defendants, Chares Crook
and Urilla Maud Crook:
You are hereby notified that a &
suit has been filed against
CAPITAL $30,000.00
you
in the District Court CLOVIS,
N. viEXICO
of Curry County, New Mexico,
notice for publication.
wherein the First National Bank
of Clovis. Currv Countv Now
Mexico is plaintiff and Charles
KEEPING IN TOUCH
Crook and Urilla Maud Crook
With the growth of comare defendants and numbered
munities and increased acti513 on the Docket of said Court.
You are further notified that the
vities of our population, the
personal touch of friends is
general objects of said suit
You meet
apt to be lost.
are to secure a judgment on acer- congenial people, form pleastain promissory note and to foreant acquaintanceships, make
close a real estate mortjraire
friends that become dear to
made to secure said note on the
you, But the restless spirit
following real estate to wit: The
of the age causes separations,
Southwest quarter of section
and meetings become less
numbered eight, in townshiD
frequent. You grow away
numbered one north. Range
from those to whom your inthirty-fiv- e
east, in Curry Coun
clination is to hold fast.
ty, New Mexico.
However, withour modern
You are further notified that
telephone facilities, "out ot
if you fail to appear or plead in
sight, out of mind," should
this cause on or before the 24th
not be true. The use of the
day of August. 1912, judgment
long distancetelephone keeps
will be rendered against you in
the fires of friendship burnsaid cause by default, and the
Distance
ing brightly.
plaintiff will apply to the court
doesn't prevent a social call
for the relief sought in his coma f riendlychat extending
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
plaint.
expressing
congratulations
land.
McBee & Havener are attornDepartment of the Interior. U. 8. Land Olllce
words of sympathy in fact,
at Ft. Sumner N. M., June 21 1912.
eys for plaintiff and their post- saying to a friend just what
Notice is herebv iriven that Sam S. Grigsby
of Clovls. N. M.. who. on Mar. 26. 1909 made office and business
is
address
you would say if you called
8E1-108
for
No.
homestead entry
section 31 townshiD 4 north range 84 east. New Clovis, New Mexico.
in person at his home. LetIn
witness
M. P. meridian, has tiled notice of intention to
proof, to establish claim whereof I have hereunto set my
make final
ters are apt to be more or
before William J
i.. tin. hind above described
Curren, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office in Clo
less formal, while the teleaffixed
hand
and
the
seal
of
said
vis. N. M. on the 14th day or Aug. I'Jlwitnesses:
as
names
Claimant
Court this the 19th day of June,
phone preserves that intiJacob F. Ohr, Joe La Londe. Lester W. Seller
1912.
mate touch of friendship so
Fred Ohr. all of Clovls. N. M.
likely to be lost otherwise.
L.
A. E. Curren. Register.
A.
Await, County clerk
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy
There is not the slightest
for letting friendnecessity
(Seal)
Ex. July 18.
Notice for Publication
cold through
ships
grow
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U. S. land office at
while
neglect
you have the
Fort Sumner. N. M.. June 21, 1912.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
By
Long
telephone.
distance
Notice is hereby given that Zenas S.Collins
Non Coal Land.
Department of the Interior, U. S. I.an.1 OfTii e
of Clovis. N. M who on Apr. 16, 1909. made
out
getting
the
are
way,
you
at Ft. Sumner. N. M. June 25. 1912.
Homestead Entry No. Oti206. for
Notice is hereby given that Francis M. Rose
of your telephone all the
North.
quarter Section L Township
for the heirs of Clara B Rose, deceased
Range 36 East, N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notiee of
comfort and convenience
Claud. N. M.. who on June 12. i3 8 made
of int. non to make Three Year Proof, to es H. K No.
for southwest qusrter, section
8,
there is in it?
range
described,
4
township
before
north,
85
above
the
land
east,
to
New
tablish claim

American Bank
Trust Company

Non-co-

.

OK

4

three-yea- r

-.

Department of the Intsrlor, U .1 Land Office at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Fart sumner. N M. June 21. 1912
'CJ
Department of the Interior,
8 Land Offlce.at Notice is hereby given that Huoll A. South worth
Notice For Publication
Fort Sumner. N M June 4. 1912L
of at Vrain. N M. who on October 27, 1206. made
Non-co02096
LandNotice ishereby given that Heriry w. Waifenbar-ge-r Homestead Entry, No 04461 for northeast quarofClovis. New Mexico, w boon Oct. 26. 1905. ter. (NE1-4- ) section 2. Township I North, Range
Department of the Interior. U S land office
North-ea- st
made Homestead Serial 0UV.1 for ME 4 See.
Ft Sumner New Mexico. May 21, 1912,
East, N M P Meridian has filed notice of in1
IS,
Township
Range
2 North.
35 Mast. 33
Notice in hereby given that Lenora A. Blair,
.
year
five
to
establish
make
to
..roof
tention
N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notlo) of inWidow of James H. Blair, dee'd. of Texico, N, M.
claim to the land above described before William
year
.establish
proof,
Fivo
to
make
to
tention
UdoGK.
who on July. 17. 1908. made homestead entry
U.
at his
8 Con missioner.
claim to the land above doKcrlrstd. before William J. Curren,
no.uxr.fl for Southwest quarter, section 13 townM, on the 13th day uf Aug
.if fee t Clovls,
Mexico 1', Meridian has filed notice of intention
County.
at
Commissioner,
New
in
Curry
office
Judge.
hia
U.
S.
Curren.
McBee.
J,
Probate
D.
W.
ship 1 north range 36 east, N. M. P. Meridian
to make final three year proof, t o establish
1912
Claimant names us witnesses:
Clovis. New Mexico, on Hie 2&thday of J uly 1912.
Mexico, in his office, at Clovis. New Mexico, on clslm to the land above described, before W. J.
has filed notice of intention to make final five-yeG M McDaniel, Isabello Patterson both lt.iev.
Gamus
Clalinunt
witnesses:
United States Commissioner, in his
J.
Tuttla
Aug.
1912.
Curren.
.tames
day
Ot
12th
the
proof to establish claim to the land above
at Clovls. New Mexico, on the 15th day of
McCluakey. Benjamin F. Hall. M M. Julia K. Elder. Roy D Elder both of St
Claimant names as witnesses:
described before William D. McBoe. Probate ble. Maiiton L.
1912.
Aug..
M
N
Vrain.
- Mi Daniel all uf Clovla M. M
Virgil L. Hall. Harry fa e. Lee Hainline, Claimant names as wttuesses:
Judge, CurryCo.. N.M.In his office at Clovla. New PetArthur E Curren, Register
sr.
Arthur E. Cairren, Reg-atGeorge W. Coomes, all ofClovis, N. M.
William Byrne at Claud. N. M. Al Woldon of
Mexico on the 9th day of July 1912.
Arthur E. Curren. Register
Claud. N M. William A. Kennedy of Haag. N M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alf Newman of Clovis N. M.
James F. Curry, James P. William i George T.
Notice for Publication
Wilson. Alfred C. Fent. all of Texico. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register,
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
for
Publication
Notice
Arthur E. Curren. Register
atFortHumner. N. M. June 21. 1912
Publication.
Department of the Interior. U S'LamlC fflce at
for
Notice
given that George M.
Notice Is hereby
Notice For Publication.
Fort sumner. N: M . June 8. 1912.
01884
Non coal land.
Haxxard of St. Vrain. New Mexico who
Non coal land.
Notice for Publication
Notice is hereby giwnthat Louis C. Mea ifelder on Ootober
En3.
1907. made Homestead
Department of the Interior, U 8 Land Office at
Department of the Interior. U. S Land Oftlrs
of Clovls New Mexico who on August 3 190 3 made try No. 02318. for NE1-- 4 section 20. Township 2 Ft, Sumner, N M. June 21. 1912.
ual land
M
March 13. 1912.
Mtrtmeiitof the Interior, V. 8. Land Office Homestead entry 0310 for Swl-- 4 sect) on 22.
is hereby given that Franklin Mason, Fort Sumner N.
North. Range 33 East, N. M. P. Meridian, lias of Notice
Notice is hereby given that Lillian B Roy.
N. M. who on Sept. 11. I
made H
t 'lovis.
Range
H37
Township
3
North.
Bast.
e is hereby given that Walter D, Ruddle uf
filed notice of intention to make three year proof E.
No. (MHi2 for southeast quarter Section
B. Davidson
now Lillian
of Clovls, New
,1
has filed notice uf intents l to to
North. Range 36 east. New Mex-c- o Mexico, who, on September 28, 19(18 made
establish claim to the land above described, be- 18 Township
no-Ic- e
Principal
Meridian,
has filed
make Fivo Year proof to esf jbllsh claim to lbs fore William J. Curren. U. s. Commissioner, in
Entry No. 0781 for NE 4
three year homestead township
make
of intention to
land above described before wllilaia J Cun en U his oSlce at Clovis. N. M..on the 19th dayof Aug. proof
,i north,
range .U east
claim to the land above section 111, meridian,
to establish
N
M
haa tiled notice of inten
P
8 Commissioner in his office, at Clovla New si saico 1912. Claimant names as witnesses:
U.
8.
descrilied. before William J. Curren.
year
proof,
to establish
tion to make tlnul three
on the 2nd day of Aug. 1912T Clalnaurt nam es bb Gilbert F. Schooling. Stephen A. Dow, James L. Commissioner, in his office at Clovis, N. M. on claim
to the land above described, before Wm.
lisuloner. in hia office at dulinlay of Aug. 1912.
ft
the
Curren,
,
witnesses:
Commissioner,
hut
in
office at
D. S.
J.
l day of August 1912.
lime George P. Plrtle. all of St Vrain. N. M.
'km. ant names aa witnesses:
of Aug., 1912.
Clovis. N. M. on the 13th day
Bam H Sullivan, Long Bun Moorman, baa k of
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Newton J. Wyatt. Ezra F. Msssick. Daniel D. Claimant names aa witness ;s:
Albert B. Daniels. David W. Texico. N.M. Philip J. Men
Aron T. Willb
IP
Pan
Walker all of Clovis. N. M.
NieholuH. Alb
Buie, Herman T. A h ens. all of Clovis. N. M.
fan, li..l I. Baldredge, E. S. Robinson. Otholla
Mersfeklur both uf Clovis. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register,
Arthur E. Curren. Register Buldridgt. Homer Justus, all of St. Vrain. N. M.
Arlhar K Curren Register
Notice for publication.
Ar thur E.Cureran Register
Non ooal land
Department of the Interior. U S land office at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PortSumour. N.M. June 21.1912.
Non-CoI.and.
Notice
Publication
Notice Is hereby given that Paul Suhnel. of
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
Department of the Intertor, U. S. Land office
1908
mode
of Cloyis. N. M. who oa December 16,
Department of tho Interior. U. S. Lead iX
at Fort Sumner, N. M.June 21. 1912.
at Fort Sumner, N. M.June 16 1912.
11 E.
ser. No 01190 for southeast quarter.
Notice is hereby given that Franklin Mason,
A 'otlce is harehyglven that Edward T. Hunter. fice at Fort Huniner. Iv M Jane m. 1912.
Section 2. Township 1 North Rangers Esst, for the heirs of Nelson Mason, deceased of Clovis
Notice is hereby given that w G. Barnes,
N. M who. on Oct. 6. 190B. made
. Xexieo,
7. 1910 made Addnl. homestead 07086
N. M. who on September 16. 1908, made home'.j'omestaad Entry. No. 0816, for No. thwe.it
of Texico. N. M., who on' June 12. 1908. stasis and on rati.
..... ......i" stead Entry No 0198 for Southeast quarter
Section 7, Township 2 north. Range Homestead Entry. Mo. 0616. for SKI -- 4. See. 6, I lot IMOWUIwei guiiMi, ikiiwii
4Nurth reran 86 east N.M. P. Meridian has (SW1 41 Section 29, Township 3 north. Range 86
P. Meridian.
31 East.
N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of
intention to make final East. N M P Meridian, has filed notice of inten.
Proof, to establish
Five Year filed notice of
Intention to make Five-ye-ar
above de- three year proof to establish claim to u.land lion to make three year proof, to establish claim
claim to the land above described, before William
S. to the Utnd above described, before William J
D. McBee. Probate Judge of Curry County, N. M..
li. 8. Com- - above dsacribad before William J. Curren.
M., oa I ha Conim tamer, in his office. atClovis, N. M on Curren. U 8 Commissioner, in his office at Clovis.
in his office in Clovla. N. M on the 12Ui day of
tfhe 14th lay of Aug.. 1912.
New Mexico, oa the ISth day of Aug. 1912
Aug. 1912.
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Cox. Newtua J. Wyatt. Sara F. Mesalck. Daniel D.
M- - Y. UVugusta Kos. William Wheeler. William H.
Day Phone 14.'
c,
George w. Atkins, Albert Doollttle. Albert Crut
Lee L. Reeves,
lime. Herman T. Ahrens. si! of Clovis N. M.
Hub
Moorman all uf Ten loo. N at Eathar P. Carna. all of Clovis. N. M.
Means. Pork H. Holdan. all of Texico N. M.
Register
K
Curren.
Arthur
Register.
Arthur E. Curren.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Arthur JC. Cuoren, Register (

THE MOUNTAIN

STATES TELEPHONE AND

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY.

$2000.00 Death Benefit
$15.00 weekly benefit for Accident or Sickness; $1000 for
loss of limb or eyesight; $100
for Emergency Relief Benefit.
Cost is $6.00 per year. No other dues or assessment. Men
and women between 16 to 65
are accepted. Reliable company
with $100,000.00 State Deposit
for the protection of Policy holders and to guarantee the payor claims. Write for further
information giving your age,
sex and occupation. Address
Dept. 441, American Registry
Company, Erie, Pa.
July 25.

Notice for Publication

for

I

C. V. STEED
Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone

38.

PRY FARM PRINCIPLES
Proper Preparation of Seed Bed
Has Many Advantages.
System of Culture Outlined to Favor
Conservation
of Soil Moisture
and Adapted to Regions of
Umited Rainfall.
By PROF. A. M. TBN BTCK, Buperln
tendent Western Kansas Experiment

Station.)
a dry climate the proper preparation of the seed bed has several Important advantage.
The cultivation
of the land after harvest tends to conserve the moisture already stored In
the noil
The furrowed land la in
rood condition to catch and atora the
rain and the later cultivation clears
he land of weeds and volunteer wheat
and leaves a mellow soil mulch to
eenserve the moisture which haa been
stored in the subsoil The early and
continued cultivation of the uoil favors the action of the bacteria and the
development of available plant food.
By practicing this method the farmer may cultivate a larger area early in
the season when the soil Is In good
condition to cultivate, when, If it had
been necessary to plow the whole area,
some of the land might become too
dry to plow well.
Likewise the later
plowing leaves the soil too lose and
not in good seed bed condition.
In preparing land for corn or other
intertilled crop the listing may be
done late In the fall or during the winter or early spring. The usual plan
being to split the ridges with the lister
later In the spring, when the corn Is
planted, or the corn or kafflr corn may
be planted oy Hating in the same furrow, it 1b advisable to harrow the
listed field once or twice before planting to destroy weeds, or prevent soil
drifting and to preserve a mellow soli
mulch to conserve the water which has
been stored in the subsoil. In preparing land for corn, the early listing has
proved equal to early plowing and superior to early disking, as shown by
the experiments at the Kansas station.
In the drier portions of the great
plains area, where the annual rainfall
la not sufficient to produce a crop
every year, it becomes necessary to
practice a system of summer fallowing
every third or fourth season, or in alternate years in localities of least rainfall, in order to store moisture and develop plant food and thus Insure the
production of a profitable crop each
Tear.
Deep plowing either in the fall or
spring, and frequent surface cultivation as described above, is the method
of summer fallowing which has given
the best results at the Montana, western Nebraska and western Kansas experiment stations.
Another good method where the soil
is inclined to blow la to list the ground
into furrows In the fall, leveling the
ridges early in the spring and plowing
about the first of June, giving sufficient cultivation during the balance of
the season to destroy the weeds and
prepare a good seed bed.
The weeder is better adapted for harrowing wheat, and other small grains
than the common harrow, but the harrow may be used when the ground is
firm. The writer questions whether it
is necessary or advisable aa a rule to
harrow wheat If due precautions have
been taken in preparing
the se?d
In

bed.

Under certain conditions, where
heavy rains firm and puddle the soil, it
may be advisable to harrow, but very
young grain may be Injured by harrowing, and after the wheat covers the
ground, harrowing Is unnecessary. The
harrowing of wheat at regular intervals at the Kansas, Nebraska and
Montana experiment stations has not
resulted favorably. Without question,
the proper preparation of the seed bed
is a much more important factor in the
trowing of small grains, than the cultivation after seeding.
The Cultivation of Intertilled Crops.
While It lb a disputed point among
authoiitieB whether it payB to harrow
wheat and other sowed crops, there la
no difference of opinion regarding the
necessity or value of frequent cultivation of corn and of all other crops usually planted In rows. The main purpose being, as described here, to keep
down the weeds and maintain a mellow soil mulch as far as practicable
during the growing season of the crop.
There is some disagreement regarding
the depth and frequency of cultivation
desirable.
The writer favors rather
deep cultivation In our drier, hotter
climate, and after every hard rain if
possible or at least sufficient to keep
the weeds in check.
It Is not necessary or practicable to
attempt to cultivate after every rain,
.and here la no virtue in the admonition "Keep the cultivator going In a
If the soil has been well
dry time."
atirred and the mulch is of sufficient
depth, to cultivate again would be a
.loss of time and might do actual harm
'by drying out the deeper portion of
'the soil mulch and also causlug a too
fine and dusty condition or the surface
soil unfavorable to the absorption of
luiolsture when the rain coiuea and favorable to the blowing or drilling of
:the soil In strong winds.
Such a system of culture as
here is Intended to favor the
conservation of soil moisture, and Is
thus especially adapted to regions
where a limited or Irregular rainfall
juakes the most careful methods of soli
culture necessary In order to store and
conserve the water In the soil and get
the most use from It in the production of crops.
The principles stated
above have been known and practiced
mori or leas for a long time In fact,
I

out--llne- d

dry farming Is simply good tillage
and thorough cultivation of the soil,
at the right time, In the right way, and
In a systematic manner.
Scientific farming pays, everywhere.
writer bellevea in the practicability of thorough tillage and good cultivation on every farm, and the Increase
In crops by such farming
will more
than pay for the extra lahor. But the
great problem in western agriculture
today Is not how to get larger crops
out of the soli for a few years, but
rather how to produce paying crops
every year and at the same time maintain the fertility and productiveness of
the land.
Simple tillage will not maintain soil
fertility
It becomes necesary finally
to replace the plant food, exhausted by
the continuous growing of crops, with
tne application of manure, or chemical
fertilisers, and by green manuring and
the rotation of crops, In which the legume crops, such aa airalfa or clover
or field peaa or vetch, are Introduced
In order to restore again the nitrogen
and organic matter, the supply of
which has become more rapidly re
duced by Intensive cultivation.
The aupply of organic matter may be
In part maintained by plowing under
th stubbie and by carefully saving the
straw and manure and returning It
again to the soil.
A regular and systematic rotation of
crops has not yet come Into general
practice in the western plains country. Flax Is extensively grown in the
northern states; the sorghums are an
important crop in Kansas and the
states further south: alfalfa Is irown
successfully In the eastern edge of the
dry farming belt and in the more fa
vorable locations farther west, hut
wheat is the great wescara crop. The
great plains region Is particularly
adapted for growing hard red wheat
of excellent quality, the best bread
maKing wneat In the world, and It
must continue to be as It Is todav the
great wheat producing area of our
country. Any general system of crop
rotation, tnerefore. adaoteii to the
west must include wheat aa the great
crop.
i

FEATURES OF THE DISK PLOW
Under Certain Circumstances Implement Can Be Profitably Used
Not Heavy to Haul.
The disk plow is not very thoroughly understood. Although It Is severely criticized and many are skeptical
about Its value, It has Its advantages,
and in Its place and under certain circumstances it is a profitable tool.
It is of great service to the farmer
whose farm is in a part of the country
subject to droughts where the soil Is

Then All Symptoms of Kidney
Trouble Vanished.
0. J. Hammonds. 1115 K. First st
Fort Scott, Kans., gays: "I wag operat
ed on ror atone In the kidney but not
oured and some time after, was feel
Ing ao bad, I knew
there muat he another stone that would
have to be cut out. X
decided to try Doan'a
Kidney Pills and th
kidney
Imaction
proved right away.
Large quantities
of
sediment and stone
nartlclea naaanH fr,
me and finally the stone Itself, partly
dissolved, but atlll as big aa a pea.
With It disappeared all symptoms of
dizziness, rheumatism and headache.
I have gained about BO pounds since
and feel well and hearty."
"When Tour Back Is Lame, Remember
the Name DOAN'S." jtOc. all stores.
Foster-MllburCo.. Buffalo, N. Y.
And

HELD BY ONE COOK
Steamers Brazos, Comanche and
Comal, Were All Late in Getting Away.

mN THISup world
but what

thai makea us rich.

It t not what we
we give up
-- H. W. Bercher.

Some people are always grumbling because rnees have thorns. 1 am thankful
that thorns have rosea.

LIFE'S small things be resolute and great.
To kvrp thy muscles trained know'at thcu
when fats
Thy measure takes or when she's say
to thee:
"I And thee worthy, do this thing for me."
-I- Sfflflrvin.

HELPFUL HINTS.

MEAT

In hot weather when stamps stick
together, do not try to steam them or
oak them apart, but run a hot iron
over the bunch and they will separate
easily without losing the mucilage.
A small vial or soda mint
bottle
with a acrew top Is an excellent hold
er for needles, especially In a damp
climate, aa the needles will not rust.
Another bottle In the work banket to
drop broken needles In, may prevent
a aerious accident.
Another convenient thing In a work
basket Is a cork decorated or other.
wise, to protect the point of the
acia-eors-

Never sew lace with silk, as the

stitches are very noticeable. This Is
true no matter bow coarse the lace

SUBSTITUTES.

For those who sre living without
meat It Is necessary to study foods In
order to aupply tbs needed protein
from other sources.
The following dishes may prove suggestive:
Peanut Loaf. Soak a quart of fine
kread crumbs In milk; mix with It a
cup of shelled or salted peanuts finely ground; add an egg well
beaten
and salt and pepper to taste. It should
he about
the consistency of s
meat loaf and should bake as long
s
about
of an hour In a
moderate oven.
Serve with tomato
sauce. Cook a pint of tomatoes with,
half an onion, four clovea, a piece of
bay leaf, parsley and a blade of mace
When well cooked strain
Put two
of butter In a sauce pan
and add a slice of onion; brown and
add two tablespoonfuls of flour. When
smooth add the tomato, season with
fait and pepper.
Pea Tlmbales Ccok a can of new
peas, until tender, then mash them
through a colander and beat the pulp
to a paste. To this add two
eggs, two tablespoonfuls of melted
butter and onion Juice, pepper and
salt to season acceptably. When well
mixed place In buttered molds and
bake until done.
Peaa on Toast, Heat t'.ie peas, if
canned, until wel! cooked, season and
add a little white sauce made of butter two tablespoonfuls, and flour the
same, cooked together, and a cup of
cream added. Pour this over
toast and a simple dish will
be ready which takes but a few minutes to prepare.
Asparagus prepared In the same
manner and a few
eggs
chopped and added Is a most nourishing dish.
The various nut dishes and nut
breads supply a fair amount of valuable food In place of meat when used
simply or in combination with other
three-quarter-

A cream colored thread for cream lace
or a white for white la best.
Olve away the old garments; do
not store them for the moths and ruat
J
to destroy.
Little duties, even for the small
child, are great helps in the house-bold- ,
and trains them early In taking
responsibility.
If your sheets are too short and pull
out from the foot, make three button
holes In the foot of each sheet and
ew buttons on the mattress to correspond with the holes, then button
down and there will be no further
trouble.
Have you had any good old fash
toned salt pork with "milk gravy," as
our grandmothers used to call It.
served on your table lately? With
baked potatoes It Is a meal relished
by many.
Custards are so easy to prepare and
so wholesome for desserts that we
should have them at least once a
week on our tables.
Now that eggs are plentiful, ome
lets are a good breakfast and luncheon dish.
For painful and swollen feet, bathe
In hot soda or salt water and rest
with the feet elevated higher than
the head for five or ten minutes; the foods.
relief will be soon felt.
Surgeon's adhesive plaster Is a
great help to keep corns amiable. Put
on fresh plasters daily and the corns
will not get hard and painful.

too dry to be plowed easily.
The disk is not at home in wet soil.
Nor should It be used in foul fields
which have to be well cut and completely turned over to cut up the
grasses and weeds and thoroughly annihilate the pests.
During a wet
growing time the disk plow Is of po
use because it does no good to partly
cut the ground and cover it wKh a
little loose soil.
Just as with other tools, a great advantage is gained by knowing how to
use a disk plow. Some farmers set
OME forth Into the light of
the disks too far apart, which is not
tilings, let nature be your
wise because one cannot count on a teacher.
Wordsworth.
disk turning a furrow more than 12
To
make work happy and rest fruitful,
inches across. It is more advisable to
William Morris.
use more disks and set them close to- la the aim of art.
gether. In this way the farmer can
DISHES FOR THE VEGETARIAN.
get his soil pulverized better than he
can In any other way.
For the Increasing number of those
The disk plow is not expensive to who are eschewing meat for one reabuy and is not heavy to haul. The son or another, and who are studying
fact that it is of no use in wet ground food values. In order to choose Intelis In some senses a good thing. Some ligently when arranging menus, the
farmers will, ia order to hurry on the following suggestions may prove help
work, plow with the mold board when ful:
It Is never wise to make a radical
the soli Is too wet and unfit to be
change all at once In one's diet; but
plowed.
bring it about by degrees. There are
many foods of high value In proteld
that are not nearly as expensive as
meat. Among the foods that may take
the place of meat In the diet are nuts,
cheese, macaroni, rice, beans, peas,
oatmeal, entire wheat and graham, as
well as tli
whole kernel of wheat
cooked until tender. These foods save
theNmeat bills.
Here are a few menus that will be
suggestive:
Breakfast Fruit, cereal,
corn cakes, maple sirup and coffee.
Dinner Baked beans, brown bread,
A
apple und celery salad, coffee suffle
stunted
filly should not be bred.
When a green salad IB
and coffee.
Food plays an Important part In the used a custard for dessert will supply
growth and development of the colt.
the food value needed.
Failure to secure profits In hog raisMock Fowl. To a cupful of bread
ing are usually due to mismanage- crumbs add a cup of water and stir
ment.
over the fire until boiling hot. Take
Ewes that are In bad condition at from the beat and add three
lambing time frequently disown their
eggs, chopped fine, a cup of
pecan meats or hickory nut meals, a
lambs.
Many lambs are far from being as cup of cold boiled rice, a teaspoon and
good individuals as either of their a half of salt, half a tablespoonful of
grated onion and the same amount of
parents.
Mix well and stir In
Match horses wi'h reference to size powdered gage.
and motion particularly, to color. If two well beaten eggs, mold Into the
you can.
form of a fowl, reserving a portion for
When you begin to train a young the wings and legs, stick In a piece of
horse, do it with mingled firmness and macaroni for the bone and press them
against the body of the fowl. Form
goodness
When the hogs fail to gain at least the wings and press them against the
body. Brush with butter and sprinkle
a sound a day it Is time to say good-bwith bread crumbs and bake In a
to them.
Great care should be used In water- quick oven, basting two or three times
ing the horses. A little and often Is with melted butter. Serve with apple
or gooseberry sauce.
the best way.
Another dinner menu for the meatIf a bog seems to be ailing, separate
it from the herd at once and give less eater Is peanut soup, potatoes,
egg salad string beans, stewed figs
watchful care.
If you find It necessary to change and cup cakes. Another Cream of to
the horse's feed, cut the amount mato soup, pea tlmbales. potatoes or
rice, fruit salad and graham pudding
down for a time.
Scalloped Cheese. Cheese in differ
It Is conducive to health and economical pork productiou to have an ent forms Is an excellent substitute
for meat. Butter a baking dish, put in
alfalfa swine pasture.
When ten days old,
dock your a layer of bread cut In squares, add
and castrate those not kept for rams a layer of cheese cut small, dust with
salt and pepper, add more bread, using
at about two weeks old.
balf a loaf to n cup of cheese Beat
Sheep are timid, nervous creatures.
and all excitement and roughness two eggs light, add a pint of milk and
should be avoided In handling them. bake half an hour in a moderate oven
poorly-nourishe-

hard-cooke-

y

OOT TO THB CAUSE.

THREE BIG SHIPS

d

well-beate- n

well-buttere-

hard-cooke-

OILER

STARTS

SCRAP

He Hit the Man Who Prepared the
Food and Two Labor Uniona Were

Then Involved Which Delayed
ings Several Hours.

Sail-

New York. A cook of the steamer
Brazos made an effort to defend himself the other afternoon against the
charges of an oiler of the Firemen's
union that he did not know how to
cook. The list argument of men of
the sea. coastwise or otherwise. Is a
scrap, and the oiler and the fireman
had It. The cook got the worst of It
and the skipper of the Brazos decided
to leave the fireman behind.
The fireman appealed to his union,
and all hands on three ships under
the same management, the Brazos, the
Comanche- - and the Comal, decided to
back up the aggressive fireman. They
aald the cooks had not been treating
any of them properly anyhow.
The Comanche was the only ship
that got out of dock at the foot of
Spring street with all her force of
eighteen firemen. They refused, however, to work until they received assurances that the oiler would be taken back. She sailed promptly at 1
p. m. and got as far as Liberty Island.
The skipper told of his plight by wireless and H. H. Raymond, head of the
line, got busy trying to straighten out
the trouble. The Atlantic Coast Seamen's union, which has general control of the subsidiary unions of coastwise seaworkers, also got in the game,
having a contract with the lines to
furnish firemen who would stick.
The firemen of the Brazos and the
Comal deserted their ships at the pier
and stood by awaiting the result of
negotiations between the representatives of the unions and Mr. Raymond,

n

Joke on the Doctor.
The physicians In Mankato bad
agreed that during their Chautauqua
assembly they would employ a call
boy, and each was to pay his share
of the expense. This boy was to call
any doctor who was wanted, without
disturbing the speaker, as it was embarrassing to him and looked as If
they were doing It to advertise without expense. 80 It all went well until
the afternoon when Strickland W.
spoke. As he was talking away
I certain doctor had a call from the
platform, and he walked out rather
ostentatiously.
Some of the people
who knew of the arrangement laughed
r snickered, and the speaker got it
He said. "Don't laugh, folks. That la
the way my brother got his start.""
And everybody roared.
Oil-llla-

Hla Poae.
Hewllgua, what is your husband's attitude on the woman suffrage
question?"
"One foot In the air, of courae. He'a
one of the chronic kickers."
"Mrs.

Lots of It.
"They say a man's wife often makea
him, but Bingle's wife will never be
able to put any push In that man."
".lust you wait until she gets a
r
In his hands."

lawn-mowe-

DHILL

T0N10. Ton know what yon are taking,
Is plain)- - printed on every botua.
ihowlng It m limply Uulnine and Iron In a laaUleM
form, ana the must effectual form. For crown
people and children, Meeota.

rhe fonrnla

d

His Weakness.
Howell I see that Roweli has gone
Into bankruptcy again.
Powell Yes, failing ia his failing.
Strike Breakers of Old.
Elijah was being fed by the ravens.
"I don't care If the waiters
do
strike," he boasted.

JBL

Goodness does not certainly make
men happy than happiness makes
them good. Landor.

F YOU can't be a lighthouse.
be a candle.

One better not know so much than to
know ao much that ain't so.
Josh Billings.

Those who seem to escape from
discipline are not to be envied; they
have farther to go. A. C. Benson.

CHEESE DISHES.

Which wins? Garfield Tea always wins

Cheese Is very acceptable In an end-leavariety of combinations, as sandA
wiches.
is prepared
sandwich
thus:
Cream two tablespoonfuls of
butter, add half a cup of
American cheese, two tablespoonfuls of anchovy essence,
of a teaspoon of paprika and mustard, and
one-hal- f
cup of olives chopped Season with salt and spread between thin
slices of bread.
Cheese Squares. Prepare a pie
crust, roll out and spread thinly with
soft butter and sprinkle little dots of
cheese no larger than a pea all over
It; then lay over this another sheet of
crust, press slightly, then cut in twoinch squares and bake. Prick with a
.
fork before baking.
Cheese Balls. Roll seasoned cream
cheese into balls and roll In chopped
nuts or parsley or In paprika to serve
with the salad at dinner.
Cheese 8ouffle. Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter, add one and a
half tablespoonfuls of flour, and when
well mixed add a half cupful of milk.
Season with salt, cayenne to taste and
add a cup of chopped cheese; stir over
the heat until the cheese metis, remove' and cool and add the yolks of
three eggs well beaten, and fold in
carefully the stiffly beaten whites
Pour into a buttered baking dlsb and
bake a half hour In a slow oven
Cheese Salad. Take two cream
cheeses. soften with cream, and add
a balf cup of grated American cheese
Soak three fourth: of a tablespoon of
gelatine In a tablespoonful of cold
wate-- . add a tablespoonful of boiling
water and set the dish over hot water
until the gelatine Is dissolved. Add
salt and paprika, the cheese, and a cup
of cream whipped Turn Into a mold
and garnish with red peppers and asparagus tips.
Serve wltn French
dressing.
Cheese well seasoned, and mixed
with cream to soften, then All In the
hollows In stalks of tender celery, is
a most dainty way of serving It.
Cheese sprinkled over creamed toast
add to the fond value and also flavor.

on I ts merits as the hest of herb cathartics,

s

There's music In the squall of
baby to its mother.

a

ed

WIFE'S HEALTH

one-fourt- h

Just Try it
Set about doing good to somebody:
put on your bat. and go visit the sick

and the poor; inquire Into tbelr wants
and minister to them. Seek out the
desolate and oppressed. I have often
tried this medicine, and alwaya And It
the beat antidote for a heavy heart--Jo- hn
Howard.

The Cook Got the Worst of It.
who had volunteered

trouble.

A

RESTORED

to arbitrate the

tug with Marine Superin-

tendent Rockwell went down to the

Husband Declared Lydia E.

Vegetable

Comanche, whose firemen had an inPinkham's
dependent, grievance against a cook on
Compound Would Retheir ship, and there was an earnest
talk between the union representastore Her Health,
tives, Mr. Rockwell, the skipper of the
And It Did.
ship, and the aggrieved firemen. Mr.
Raymond wanted to get the three
Ashland, Ky. -- "Four years ago I
boats away, with their pasengers and
freight, and Anally did after tbey had seemed to have everything the matter
with me. I had febeen lield up more than four hours.
male ami kidney trou
The oiler was taken back pending
ble and was so bad of?
Investigation of the case against the
I could hardly rest
cook. The cook's union v.ill make an
day or night I doceffort to adjust Its troubles with the
tored with all the
firemen's union meanwhile.
best doctors in town
and took many kinds
Count aa Master of Kennels.
of medicine but nothPueblo, Colo. Pueblo is probably
ing did any good unthe only city in the country which can
til I tried your wonboast of a member of the nobility for
derful remedy, Lydia.
a dog handler.
Count Von Bulow of
E. Pinkham's Veo-- .
Germany, well known In many, sec- table Compound. My husband said it
tions of the United 8tates and partic- would restore my health and b !.os. "
ularly in this clt-- , who returned here Mm. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
a short time ago strictly "on his up
There are probably hundreds of thoupers," has Just been tendered the posi- sands of women in the United States
tion of master of the kennels In Pue- who have been benefitted by this famous
blo.
old remedy, which was produced from
During the last four or five years roots and herbs over thirty years ago by
Von Bulow, claiming to be a real a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
count, has been identified with some Read
What Another Woman sayat
remarkable performances of various
Camden,
N. J. -- "I had female troudescriptions.
ble and a serious displacement and was
His most noteworthy
accomplishand discouraged and unable to do my
ment occurred three years ago when, tired
work. My doctors told me I never could
Is
alleged,
it
he persurded a Pueblo je cured
without an operation, but
woman, Mrs. Christina Pflummor, who thanks
to Lydia
had $300,000 in the bank, to marry Compound I am E. Pinkham's Vegetable
cured of that affliction
him. Von Bulow, it la gald, apent the
have recommended it to more than
money, hla wife deserted him. then and
one of my friends with the best results. ' '
died, and he Is back In Pueblo after
Mrs. Ella Johnston, 824 Vine St
an absence of two years.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confEnds Own Life at 80 Years.
Chicago. Charles Stein, for 30 idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
years a manufacturer In Milwaukee, be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held In strict confidence
and a brother of former Superior
Judge Philip Stein, shot and killed
THE BEST STOCK
himself the other day at the Hyde
Park Rest Cure, where he had gone
SADDLESat roaaon-Jtor medical treatment. He was eighty
aula prlcea, writ
or (res
yaara old. Suicide Is attributed to ill
S illustrated catalogue.
health.
A. H. HESS
CO.
Travis tu. UaaMaa. Tas,
"--a
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SYNOPSIS.

The story opens at Monte Curio with
O'lTourKs,
a military free
lance and something of a gambler. In hla
hotel. leaning on the balcony he sees a
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator and passes from sight. At the
gaming table O'Rourko notices two men
watching him. One la the Hon. Bertie
Olynn, while bis companion Is Viscount
Des T robes, a duelist. The viscount talis
him tha French government has directed
him to O'Rourke as a man who would
undertake a secret mission. At hla apartment, O'Rourke. who had agreed to undertake the mission, finds a mysterious
letter. The viscount arrives, hands a
sealed package to O'Rourke, who la not
to open It until on tha ocean. A pair of
dainty slippers are seen protruding from
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feat to
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom ha had
run away a year previous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
that a Rangoon law nrm onersaa mm
the
100.000
pounds for a Jewel known
Pool of Flame and left to him by a dy- ng friend, but now In keeping 01 one
named Chambret in Algeria. O'Rourke
duel. The wife
worsts the nobleman In
bids O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to soon return with the reward. He
both Olynn and tho viscount on
board tha ship. As ha finds Chambret
his
there la an attack by bandits and has
friend dies telling O'Rourke that ha
left the Pool of Flame with tne governor
general, who at sight of a signet ring
given the colonel v til deliver over the
Jewel. Arriving at Algeria the Irishman
finds the governor general away. Des
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he has gained
possession of the jewel by stealing It. In
a duel O'Rourke masters the viscount,
secures possession of the Pool of Flame
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He finds
tries to
the captain to be a smuggler who
secured by
steal the Jewel. It Is finally escapes
to
the captain and O'Rourke
land. With the aid of one Danny and
recovers tne
his sweetheart, O'Rourke
Pool of Flame. On board ship once more,
bound for Rangoon, a mysterious lady

Col. Terence

appears.

CHAPTER XIX.

VANCE

starboard side, well cloaked in the
shadow of the deck above, watched the other passengers, one by one,
quiet their chatter, yawn, stretch and
slip below to stuffy staterooms.
He suffered a dreamy eye to rove
where it would, greedy of tbe night's
superb illusion.
Four bells two o'clockchimed
upon his consciousness like a physical
shock. He verified the hour by his
watch and, reluctantly enough, agreed
that It was time he got himself to
bed. He half rose from his chair, then
sank back with an Inaudible catch of
his breath. Without warning the apparition of a white-cla- d
wommi bad
Invaded the promenade deck. For an
instant he hardly credited his eyes,
then, with a nod of recognition, be
Identified Mrs. Prynne.
Unquestionably unconscious of his
presence In the shadow, she fell to
pacing to and fro. Now and again,
she stopped, and with chin cradled In
her small hands, elbows on the rail,
watched the approaching cliffs of
Arabia; then, with perhaps a sigh, returned to her untimely constitutional.
Partly because he had no wish to
startle her, partly because he was
glad to watch unobserved (he had a
rare eye for beauty, the O'Rourke),
the wanderer sat on without moving,
stirred only by active curiosity. Tbe
strangeness of her appearance upon
deck at such an hour fascinated bis
Imagination no less than her person
held his eye. He gave himself over
to vain and profitless speculation. .
Why, he wondered, should she
keep to her cabin the greater part of
the evening, only to take tbe air when
none might be supposed to observe

The wanderer had come upon Mr.
Prynne but once since he had board- her?
Why, if not to escape such observa
ed the Panjnab. That morning, himself early aatlr because of his rague tion? Then, he told himself, he must
misgivings, he had discovered her on be right In bis supposition that she
the hurricane deck of the liner; an in- had something to fear, someone to
conspicuous, alight figure In the shad- avoid. What or whom? What was it
ow of a lifeboat, leaning upon the all, what the mystery that, as he
rail and gazing with (he fancied) watched her, seemed to grow, to cling
troubled eyes, out and across the about her like some formless. Impalpable garment?
waste below ismalta.
Though she must have been conEvents conspired to weave the man
scious of nearlng footsteps, she bad Into the warp and woof of her affairs;
not stirred, and he had passed on, more quickly than he could grasp the
gaining but a fugitive glimpse of a reason for his sudden action, he found
profile sweetly serious; nor had she himself
and dashing aft at top
appeared either at breakfast or lunch- speed. But an Instant gone Mrs
eon. A circumstance which led him Prynne had passed him, unmolested
to surmise that she did not court ob- and wrapped In her splendid isolaservation: an Idiosyncrasy which tion; and then from the after part of
seemed passing strange in a woman the deck he had heard a slight and
guarded cry of distress, and a small
so fair.
He told himself that she wore an scuffling sound.
In two breaths he was by her side
air of watchfulness, of vague expectancy, as though she, like himself, and found her struggling desperately
feared some untoward mishap; that In the arms of a lascar a deck-hanshe had the manner of one definitely on the steamer.
constantly on guard
apprehensive,
At first the strangeness of tbe business so amazed O'Rourke that he
against some unforeseen peril.
Now, he asked himself, what could paused and held
his hand, briefly
It bet What threatened her? And rooted in action. For although it was
apparent that she had been caught oft
why?
He dimly promised himself the her guard, wholly unprepared against
pleasure of her acquaintance, relying assault, and while she struggled fierceIn the rapid Intimacy that springs up ly to break the lascar's hold, the wombetween strangers on a long voyage. an still uttered no cry. A single
with a still more Indefinite intention soream would have brought her aid;
of putting himself at her service In yet she held her tongue.
any cause that she might be pleased
The two, the woman's slight, white
to nameTprovlBlonally : she must not figure and the lascar's gaunt aid sininterfere with his plans for reaching ewy one, strained and fought, swaying
silently in the shadows, tensely, with
Rangoon "in ninety days."
That night he was hoping to find the effect of a fragment of some disthe lady at dinner; but though the ordered nightmare. But then, as the
ship's company was small, be failed lascar seemed about to overpower bis
to see her In the saloon, at either the victim, O'Rourke, electrified, sprang
caDtain's. the chief officer's or the upon the man's back. With one wrong
doctor's table; nor, so far as he could arm deftly he embraced the fellow, an
determine, was she taking thte air on elbow beneath his chin forcing his
deck. Was It possible, then, that he bead up and back. With the other
had been right, that she had a reason band O'Rourke none too gengy tore
.equally as compelling as his own for away an arm encircling tbe woman.
secluding herself? Or, was it simply Then wrenching the two apart, he
(and Infinitely more probably) that sect a knee crashing Into tbe small of
Mrs. Prynne was indisposed, an ener- the lascar's back, all but breaking blm
In two, and so flung blm sprawling
vated victim of excessive heat? f
proved ap- into the scuppers.
The latter conjecture
parently the right one. Mrs. Prynne
Without a word the man slid upon
failing to appear during the two fo- his shoulders a full
feet,
llowing days, while the Panjnab was while O'Rourke had a momentary
rocking down the Red Sea channel; gl'mpse of his face In the moonlight
and sinister of expresand O'Rourke grew interested enough
(he had little else to occupy his mind, sion with its white, glaring eyeballs.
for a duller voyage he had never Then, In one bound, be was on his
known) to give Danny permission to feet again end springing llthely back to
pursue his inquiries: with an injunc- the attack: and as be came on a Jagtion, however, prohibiting too lavish ged gleam of moonlight ran like lightan expenditure of the boy's wealth of ning down the sinuous and formidable
affection. Whereupon Danny return- length of a kris. most deadly of
ed with the Information that the mis- knives.
O'Rourke fell back a pace or two.
tress of Ceclle, the maid, was sufferHis own hands were empty; be had
ing from beat exhaustion.
entirely
was
reasonable. nothing but naked fists and high courThis
O'Rourke accepted the demolition of age to pit against tbe lascar and his
his airy castles of Romance, laughed kris. Keenly alert, be threw himself
at himself, In part was successful In Into a pose of defence.
But O'Rourke hud forgotten tbe
putting the woman out of mind;
doubtless, in time, he would have done woman; it was enough that he had
so altogether, had not the lady chosen made possible her escape, and he had
to take the air the night that the no thought other than she had fled. It
as much surprise
Panjnab negotiated
the Straits of was, therefore,
For on that same as relief that be caught tbe glimmer
nlgbt, O'Rourke. himself wakeful, was of her white figure as she thrust herminded to sit up and watch the lights self before blm and saw the lascar
bring up in the middle of a leap, his
f Perira Island heave Into view.
on the nose not an Inch from the muasle of
O'Rourke, 1b a deck-chai- r

an army Webley of
caliber.
Simultaneous!;, he heard her voice,
clear and Incisive If low of tone:
"Drop that knife!"
The krls shivered upon the deck.
"Faith!" murmured the Irishman,
"and what manner of woman Is this,
respect-compellin-

now ?"

The lascar stood as rigid aa though
carven out of stone, long, gaunt legs
shining softly brown beneath his cool,
dazzling white cummerbund, tbe upper half of his body lost In the shadow
of the deck, a gray blur standing for
his turban.
O'Rourke stepped forward, with a
quick movement kicking the krls overboard, and would have seized the fellow but that the woman Intervened.
She said decisively: "If you please
no."

Bewildered, O'Rourke hesitated. "I
beg your pardon " he said in confusion.
She did not reply directly; her attention was ail for the lascar, whom
her revolver still covered. To him,
"Go!" she said sharply, with a significant motion of the weapon.
The lascar stepped back, with a single wriggle losing himself In the dense
shadows.
O'Rourke fairly gasped amazement
at the woman, who, on her part, retreated slowly until her back touched
the railing. She remained very quiet
and thoroughly mistress of herself, betraying agitation
only by slightly
quickened breathing and cold pallor.
Her eyes racked the deck on oither
hand: It was plain that she had no
faith In the lascar, perhaps apprehended bis return; yet her splendid con
trol of her nerves evoked the Irish
man open admiration.
he cried, breaking
"Faith!
the
tense silence, " 'tis yourself shames
me, madam, with the courage of ye!"
She f.ashed him a glance, and
laughed slightly. "Thank you," she
"I'm sure 1 don't know
returned.
where I should be now but for you."
"Twas nothing at all But ye'U
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FLAME
by LOUIS

stir. "1 have good reason for mak grinding crash and shriek of riven
ing a request so unaccountable to steel somewhere deep In the bold.
you
Inexpressibly dismayed, they (tared
with wide and questioning eyes at one
"But but Mrs. Prynne I"
"Oh, you know me then?" she Inter- another, through a long minute filled
rupted sharply. And her look was with an Indescribable uproar: a succea
slon of shocks and thumps In tbe Incurious and Intent.
"I tlf- - faith!" O'Rourke stammer terior of the vesRel gradually dimined. He felt his face burr.. "Me valet ishing In severity while, In a pandetold me." he confessed miserably. monium of clamorous voices, the liner,
" 'Tis a bit of flirtation he's been hav- like a stricken thing, hesitated In Its
ing with your maid, Ceclle, I believe. southward surge, then slowly limped
Into a dead halt on the face of tbe
madam."
waters. . , .
"Ah, yes." She seemed unaccount-abrelieved. "You, then, are Colonel
CHAPTER XX.
O'Rourke?"
He bowed.
"Terence O'Rourke,
O'Ronrke's first fears were for the
madam, and at your service, believe woman,
his first words a lie designed
me."
to reassure her.
"I am very glad." she said slowly,
"What what does It mear"' she
eyeing him deliberately, "that, since gasped faintly, her
face as white aa
I had to be aided. It came through one
marble, ber eyes wide and terrified.
of whom I have beard so much "
"Sure. I'm thinking 'tis nothing at
"Faith, Mrs. Prynne!"
all." be answered readily, with a smile
"And I thank you a second time, amending, "nothing of any great convery heartily!" She offered him ber sequence,
that Is to say. Permit me to
band, and smiled bewitcbtngly.
ye to your cabin."
" 'TIs embarrassing me ye are," be escort
"I'm not afraid," Mrs. Prynne Interprotested.
"Faith, to be thanked jected.
twice for so slight a service! I can
"Faith, I see that, madam. But your
only wish that I might do more "
maid, now? Would It not 'ie well
"It Is possible," she said, apparent- to return to your stateroom and quiet
ly not in the least displeased by his her, whilst
I'm ascertaining the cause
presumption
"It is possible that I of this trouble? I promise to advise
may take you at your word. Colonel ye Instantly, whether
there's danger
O'Rourke."
or not."
in her eyes, Intent upon bis. he
"You're very thoughtful." she refancied that he recognized an amused turned. "I'm sure you're right Thank
flicker, with, perhaps, a trace of deep- you."
er emotion: the kindling Interest of a
He escorted her to ber stateroom
woman In a strong man, with whose and left her at the door, remarking Its
signals he was not unfamiliar. Pride number and renewing his pledge to
and his conceit stirred In his breast.
return In ten minutes more speedily
" 'Twould be the delight of me life," if
possible. He was back in five, with
he told her In an ecstasy.
a long face.
"Don't be too sure, I warn you,
Mrs. Prynne answered 'instantly his
colonel." Her manner was now arch,
summons and. stepher smile entirely charming. "It might ping out quickly, closed the door tight
be no light service I should require of In the fraction of a second that it was
you."
wide, however, O'Rourke saw one side
"Ye couldn't ask one too heavy. . of the stateroom warm and bright
.
But 'Us weary ye are, Mrs. with electee light, and sitting there,
.
Prynne?" be inquired, solicitous.
Ceclle the maid, completely dressed,
"Very." There was In fact an In- wide awake and vigilant. The girl wag
definite modulation of weariness In French and sullenly handsome after
her voice. "I'm only a woman," she her kind. O'Rourke got an Impression
said faintly, with a little gesture of of a resjlute chin and resolute eyes
deprecation ; "and my ways are hedged under level brows; and be did not in
about with grave perils "
the least doubt that she was quite pre" 'TIs the O'Rourke would gladly pared to make good and effectual use
brave them all for ye. madam," he de- of the revolver which she held pointed
directly at the opening.
clared gallantly. "Command me
Why?
what ye will."
From her mistress' poise, too one
She lifted her gaze to his, coloring
divinely there In the
He arm rigid at her side, the band conlooked Into her curiously bewitching cealed In tbe folds of her gown
eyes and saw there an appeal and a O'Rourke divined that she was alert,
strange little tender smile. Her head armed, on her guard no less than the
was so near his shoulder that he was maid. But she left him no time to
awaro of the vague, alluring perfume puzzle over the mystery.
"Well?" she demanded breathlessly.
of ber balr. Her scarlet lips parted
And he became suddenly aware
.
"'TIs as I thought, Mrs. Prynne. A
.
has blown off and done
that it behooved him to hold himself cylinder-heawell In hand. It were an easy mat- no end of damage. We're crippled, If
ter to Imagine himself swept off his In no danger. The other screw will
us far as Aden, but there we'll
feet, into a whirl of Infatuation, with
And he was have to wait for the next boat."
a little encouragement
Mrs. Prynne's face clouded with disnot unsophisticated enough to fall to
see that encouragement would not be may. "How long a day or two?" she
lacking If he chose to recognize it
demanded.
"Mayhap," he replied, no less disconsolate; "mayhap as much as a
week. Faith, 'tis meself that would It
were otherwise, but I fear there's no
mending matters."
She regarded blm thoughtfully for
an Instant.
"Then you, too, travel In haste, colonel?"
"Indeed I do so, madam. Me fortune hangs unon me haste. If I get
there" he checked himself In time,
the word Rangoon upon his Hps "too
late, 'twill be all up. I'm heavy with
an urgent enterprise, madam." And
be smiled.
The woman looked past him, down
the dusk of the gangway, apparently
pondering her dilemma "What will
you do?" she Inquired at length.
"Faith!" he said, disturbed, "that's
hard to say."
She flashed him an ironic took.
"You mean you are resigned to the inevitable?"
"Be the powers!" he cried in resentment, "I'm resigned to nothing
that doesn't please me. Is it that ye
ask me aid? Sure, if ye do, neither
the Inevitable nor the Impossible shall
keep ye from arriving at Bombay, and
on time!"

Found Her Struggling Desperately in the Arms
pardon me for suggesting that ye
have made a mistake, madam."
"A mistake?" she echoed; and then,
"No, I shouldn't call It
thoughtfully:
that."
"Letting him go. I mean. Neither
of ua, I believe, could well identify
him. When ye report thla outrage to
the captain, whom will ye accuse?"
"I shall accuse no one," she aald
quietly, "for 1 ahau't report the affair."
"Ye will not " he cried, astounded.
"Indeed, I am quite slnoere: I aball
do nothing whatever about It It is,
moreover, a favor which 1 shall ask
of you, to say nothing of the matter
to anyone."
O'Rourke hesitated, unwilling to believe that he had heard aright
"Believe me," ahe was saying urn- -

o

a Lascar.

Polyglot Chicago.
Tbe Introduction or Polish as a
course In tbe public schools of ChiElla Flagg
cago, by Superintendent
Young, Is an Interesting experiment,
though some may regard It as a rash
one. There Is a tendency among children of foreign parentage to drop
their native language, while It would
no doubt add to the general culture
of tbe rising generation In our large
cities if tbey would retain it along
with the prescribed studies. If the ex
periment Is successful, Mrs Young
proposes to follow it up with othet
languages. There are perhaps 150,000
Poles in tbe city, but there are 14
tongues, each of which is spoken by
more than 10,000 persona. Newspapers appear in ten languages and
church services are neld In twenty.
In all there are forty different Ian
guares of dialects employed to expresi
tbe thoughts, needs and emotions ol
the population. Chicago is the second
largest Bohemian city In the world
the third Swedish, the fourth Norwe
glan, the fifth Polish and the fifth
German. If all tbeae are to be In
structed in their national language
and literature tbe city will eventually
need an Ellhu Burritt or a Georg
F. Marsh to direct Ita educational ao
tlvltlea. Boston Transcript

"FaP.h," he told himself, "I'm thinking 'would be wiser for me to take
to me heels and run before . . ."
He was spared the Ignominious necessity of flight. In two breaths they
showed two very different pictures.
Now they stood alone on the dead
white deck, alone with the night, the
sea, the stars, tbe silence and the
moonlight: O'Rourke a bit dismayed
and wary, but as curious aa any man
In such a case; the woman apparently yielding to a sudden fascination for
him. swaying a little toward blm aa
if Inviting the refuge of hla arma. .
Don't Forget the Walter.
.
And now
w.
she started away.
"Well, our vacation ta over
clutching at ber heart, with a little leave for home today."
choking cry of alarm: while beneath
"1 see the waiter baa decorated oui
tbem tbe vessel was still quivering table with rosemary."
with a harsh yet deadened detonation
"Rosemary, ah? Ah, yea; that's foi
like an explosion, together with a remembrance."

(rac&e RaKS
Virginia I'm glad Ethel's married.
Phllomena Yet you refrained from
congratulation, she tells me.
Virginia Yea; I pitied the bridegroom.
CUTICURA
BAD

OINTMENT

SORE

HEALED

ON LIMB

"Some time ago I was coming up
some steps when the board crushed
under me like an eg& shell, and my
right limb went through to the knee,
and scraped he flesh off the bone
Just inside and below the knee. I
neglected it for a day or two. then It
began to hurt me pretty badly. I put
balsam fir on to draw out the poison,
but when I had used it a week. It hurt
so badly that I changed to
ointment. That made it smart and burn
to badly that I couldn't use it any
more, and that was the fourth week
after I was hurt.
"Then I began to use Cutlcura Ointment for the sore. It stopped hurting
Immediately and began healing right
away. It was a
sore before Cutlcura Ointment healed it, and
t suffered so I couldn't sleep from two
days after I fell until I began using
Cutlcura Ointment.
"Cutlcura 8oap is the best soap I
evr saw. I have used all kinds of
soap for washing my face, and always
It would leave my face smarting.
I
had to keep a lotion to stop the smart,
no matter how expensive a soap I
used. I find at last In Cutlcura Soap
a soap that will clean my face and
ioave no smarting, and I do not have
to use any lotion or anything else to
ease it. I believe Cutlcura Soap is tbe
best soap made." (Signed) Mrs. M.
E. Fairchlld, 805 Lafayette St., Wichita. Kan.. May 8, 1911. Although
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold
by druggists and dealers everywhere,
a sample of each, with
book,
will be mailed free on application to
"Cutlcura," Dept L, Boston.
g

Poor Girls.
What do you think of
that Hlghupp girl marrying Mr. Bullion?
Mrs. GIllls Isn't It awful the way
some girls sell themselves for money?
Mrs. WlIUs And did you hear
about Miss Munney marrying that
chauffeur?
Isn't that about
Mrs. GIllls Yes.
the worst case of Infatuation you ever
heard of?
Mrs. Willis

The Difference.
"There Is such a vast difference be
tween the Ideal and the practical In
stage art," sighed the Intellectual
young actor.
"The difference," replied the stolid
stage manager, "as lies between th'.
artistic role which leads to Arcady
and the fat part which leads to the
pork barrel."
Mrs. Wmsiowa Soothing Syrup for Children
teethiog, softens tbe gums, reduces Inflammation. a pain, omen wind colic, ?Ae bottle.

The meanest trick a bachelor cai
play on a leap year girl Is to promlsi
to be a brother to her.
Discriminating persons should know
that Garfield Tea is a uniquely efficient
remedy for liver troubles and costlveness
A

woman Is proud of the vlrtuei

that she practices because she has to

rr

I An

Easy Way

I

to get rid of a spell
of Indigestion, Sick
Headache, Constipation, Biliousness,

Heartburn, Cramps
or Malarial Disorders is to take

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

y

IT TONES

I Try

-

BITTERS
STREN6THENS

INVIGORATES

REBUILDS

-

a bottle today and be con.
vinced. All Druggists.
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CONSOLIDATION SALE
10 Days The Miller &

Luikart Store at 10 Days
ONLY Portales Consolidates With the ONLY
Miller & Kimberlin Store and Bears the New Name

KIMBERLIN & LUIKART

It is with pleasure that we announce that the big store is one more time full of merchandise, fuller than ever before. We siated previously that Kimberlin of Miller & Kimberlin and Luikart of the Miller & Luikart store at
Portales had purchased the interest of Claude Miller in both the stores and now have them in one. Besides the
stock of the Portales store, the big store is in receipt of oceans of brand new goods from the east. Mr. Buck-ragthe buyer of the Oklahoma City store has been busy filling our many want lists from all departments that
we have been sending him while he is in the eastern market. We -- an now fill your wants for anything that
comes in the dry goods line. The present stock of the two stores goes at wholesale cost for 10 days more and
all the new goods will go at a very low price. At this time of the year we are buying new goods at right prices.
e,

Sale Starts Saturday, July 6 and Closes Tuesday,

Our expenses are lower than ever before.
Ladies Ready to Wear
want to confess to one thing
that is we are over loaded on
ladies dress skirts and without
We

House rent cut $30 per month.

A Few More Values For the Read the List and Prices on Staples

below.
We Are Well Prepared in the Staple Line.

Ladies

1

bolt

extra heavy storm serge

inches wide, only a yd. $1.20
bolt cream serge black stripe
per yard
1.00
7 pieces table linen in mercerized
and pure linen, a yd. 59c to 1.00
7 bolts flannellette
in colors
per yard
9c
Plain 36 inch lawns with small
colored stripe and figures at per
yard
8c tc 25c

56
1

a doubt you will find in this department some excellent offers.
Our styles are Voile, ranging
from
$3.00 to $8.95
Brilliantine .
$1.95 to $3.50
Mohair
$2.50 to $3.85
White Serge
$4.25
and are dandies. Every skirt
bears a tag, look for the price. 1 bolt white flaxon small lavenWe also have some extra size der flower, fine quality, a yd 13c
black skir for large ladios will
About 12 pair and about 11 singo at a low figure.
gle lace curtains go at half price.
Ladies dresses in Silk, Wool
and Lawn. Our Dress department will suit the eye. Wash
silk dresses, light weight, seasonable colors, and white lawn
dresses, ranging at a very low
price up.

Special Underskirt Bargains
We are in receipt of an invoice
from M. Buckrage. the man doing our buying. He bought 8
doz. Ladies Underskirts all in a
lump consisting of heatherhloom.
sateen, messalin silk, Taffeta
silk and a few other kinds. We
will offer at the prices quoted

below.
95c, $1.10. $1.25, $1.98, &$2.50
They will arrive this week.

Pieces of White Dimity

This will be our last sale soon.

bolt of heavy black mesalin 36
inches wide, $1.50 grade at per
$1.10.
4 pieces cotton check goods at
1

per yard

10c.

pieces cotton check small
plaids, per yard
8c.
6 bolts diaper cloth 10 yds 95c.
1 bolt plain art scrim, a yd.
3c.
2

About 8 bolts of wash silk in
orange color tan, pink and white
also a fuw other colors at per
- 30c.
yard
Cotton VojI. per yd

13

c.

About 5 bolts of cotton voii in
champaign light blue, etc. at
13

I"

Silk Foulards

at per yd.

c.

58c.

About 7 part bolts of Foulards,
nice colors, clean up at
58c
Per yd.

checks, smooth and soft finish.
Regular 20c values, all you want
14c
at per yd.

Embroidery at Half Price

We have 50 pieces of Embroid:
ery
from 2 inches wide to 64 in1 2 Pieces New Fancy Flaxon
ches wide, as long as it lasts
bought at 5c a yd , less the re- at
stricted price and therefore it
enables us to offer the entire Misses Hose. 8c to 20c Pair
lot at only per yd
19c
We are better prepared than
Every pattern guaranteed.
ever before to supply the Misses
in hose, sizes 6
to 9
in
Ladies Collars, 4 doz. at 38c light
blue, white, tan and black,
'
our shipment contained 4 doz. ribbed lace, and lisle at 8, 12
Ladies new fancy collars, bought 15, and 20c a pair.
all at one price and will all go
Infauta white silk lisle hose,
for choice, each
38c 4 2 to 6 at per pair
18c
half-pric-

2

e.

1-- 2,

1-- 2,

Be sure and attend it.

Men's Hats

Shoes For Anyone

We will just acknowledge that
shoe stock is broken in styles
our
4 doz. bleach seamless sheets 81x90 at
75c. but we have a very good bunch
2 bolts heavy A. C. A. ticking, per yd.
18c. sizes and lots of good styles of
4 doz. good quality pillow cases 42x36 at 2 for 25c. Ladies shoes in gun metal, pat10-- 4
pepperal bleach sheeting per yd
29c. ents, swedes, velvets in both oxshoes. Regular
fords, pumps
10-- 4
pepperal unbleach sheeting per yd
25c. prices $2. 00 toand$4.50. We offer
15 pieces madras shirting, no starch, ex. good, yd 11c.
to clean up on these at $1 35 to
2 pieces curtain net ecrue-an20c. 3.00
white, per yd
6 bolts cheviot guaranteed to wear well, per yd 11c.
2 pieces brunswick 42 inch pillow tubing, yd 2ic. Men's shoes and oxfords in dress
3 pieces fine Egyptian Dimities at per yd.
20c. and work shoes, range in price
1 bolt white Drss linen. 36 inch at per yd.
18c. $1.50 to $3.60.
Clap shoes
$4.00
2 bolts fine finish linen, colors dress linen
45c. Men's Edwin
$4.25
Oxfords
2 bolts fine finish linen color dress linen
35c
1 bolt 45 inch art linen, pure linen, per yd.
65c. Misses and children's shoes and
8 bolts fine qualit plain white pure linen, yd. 35c. oxfords at
50c to $1.50
1 bolts fine black lawn, extra nice, per yd.
33c. Try our shoe Dept. and you will
2 bolts fine quality plain white lawn per yd,
35c. not be disappointed.
2 bolts Dlack lawn, retails at per yard
25 to 28c
Dept. in all lines are
25 pieces of calico all colors at per yard
5c. Our Notion
20 pieces Jackson book fold ginghams per yd. 11c, complete. Hairpins, thread, pins
ribbons, velvet ribbon, etc. We
15 pieces Everett book fold ginghams per yd.
0c. have 'em.
4 pieces light color 36 inch percale per yd.
10c.
10 pieces percale in colors 30 inch per yard
8c.
Men's Overalls
2 bolts mercerized black sattine per yd
25c. A new shipment, all sizes, jump2 bolts extra heavy black sattine per yd
90c
19c. ers to match at
Boy's overalls, age 5 to 16, heav-- y
3 bolts med. heavy black sattine per yd
12
40c
double knee at
2 bolts good old stripe galatea cloth per yd
18c.
6 bolts serpentine crepe, fancy patterns, yd.
20c.
New Shipment
2 bolts 36 inch white lawn, per yd
15c.
gloves. Dress and work
of
men's
4 bolts 36 inch good black muslin, per yd.
8c.
n
gloves, the
line
3 bolts Knights cambric, 36 inch, per yd.
11c. at 50c, 65c, 75c. up to $1.40
6 pieces hope domestic 36 inch, per yd
11c.
3 doz. bolts of lace match sets, per yd
8c.
Men's Summer Drawers
3 doz. bolts of lace match sets, per yd.
6c. Odds and ends, your choice at
3 doz. bolts heavy cluney 4 and 5 inch, yd. 15 to 18c. per pair
25c, 35c, and 40c.
5 doz. men's white handkerchiefs at each
5c.
5 doz. men's white handkerchiefs
Men's Clothing
8c.
at each
10 doz. assorted ladies nice handkerchiefs 5c to 19c.
Suits in all sizes. We received
3 doz. table napkins in bolt one half doz. for
60c. from the store at Portales. 160
$ doz.
table napkins in bolt one half doz. for
90c. men's suits, in good colors, in
2 bolts allover in white and cream, per yd.
75c. wool and mixed wool, summer
hts and they will go at sumIxts of new embroidery in Eyetett etc. per yd. 6c up weig
mer rates. Prices $5 to $16.50
Lots of new embroideries all widths, oer vd. 6c. ud. will buy any of our line. ReLadies elastic hair nets, all colors, each
5c. member tbese include ail $25.00
Bloomer elastic, all colors at per yd.
4c. suits.
at1
I.ndies l'MHSi- ii.il
c
lido iraat
......!.
In
I. 'I
l.K 1f..
mil ... im.,
""" and. tan
i
Ladies black
ovnrvrluv
. ,r v.., hnaa ,,ui,- U,
Window Curtain Goods
in..
-.
I. 'I.
Ladies black and white silk hose at only per pair 48c. Newly received window curtuin
iMuim wnire pose, extra good at per pair
20c.
goods in white with border,
1 DTOSS each ilf lipnrl hntfrmc at nor
o
Kn
i
designs and plain net also
6 bolts piece linen crash toweling at per yd. 12
plain scrim at 15c to 25c per yd.
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Any kind including our line of

Hats combined with the hats of
the Portales store makes this a
great hat combination, in fancy
and staple styles,
one lot choice ....

$1.50
$1.35
$1.00

and a few to go at
The famous Beaver Brand hat,
all styles, staple and fancy go

at

$2.50

Stetson Hats. Staple styles, such
as Columbia, Denver, Dakota,
and Big 4, range at $3.30, $3.50,
$3.60, Everyone are Genuine

John B.
Few Men's fancy straw Hats,
choice of the bunch at 2 Price.
Men's Derbies, in good styles.
Prices $1.50. $2.00 and $2.50
1--

.

l--

Men's Odd Pants
Another good feature we ha.e
received from the Portales store
pair of Men's pants, all
kinds, color and description and
plenty sizes. These we sell as

200

below.
$1.50. $1.75, $2.00, $2.40, $3.00.
$3.30, $8.45. This includes values up 1 $7.00
1

Great-wester-

,

-

--

W

I

X-

fow-ere- d

tii

c.

Staples for Everyday Use.
R. R. Blk caps at
Canvas gloves at
Work shirts, all sizes
Blk. Sateen shirts
Blue bandana Hdkf s
Blk. and Tan work hose
Silver Brand collars
Boston Garters

8c
8c
40c

.50c
8c

.8c
10c

20c

Undershirts

25c

Elastic seam Drws.
Fancy Hose
Good Blk: hose 2 for

40c
18c

5c

Infants blk. silk lisle hose 4 2
at per pair
18c
Other infants hose at per
1--

to 6

pair

8

to 15c

Infants colored top white sox,
values up to 40c. Choice per
pair
20c

This 10 days sale is merely to show that we are again carrying a stock worth the
attention of the people. This
will be our last sale until our sale at Xmas time to clean up on fall goods. Two sales
a year will be our limit
We want our old customers to come home and we welcome the new ones.
Clovis, New Mex.

KIMBERLIN & LUIKART
Successors to Miller & Kimberlin

Clovis, New Mex.
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